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in intensity of deforuation de to this moveLent botucen 

the tuo divisions indicating that the thrust ciao an 

=treacly effective decoller2ent surface. This latest 

period of Precambrian mover_ent is identified ns 

Vovenent and dated as re.700 Pillion yenrs B.P. 

Apart. from a concordance in trend of the aris of the 

Cambrian Dial flange Trough and the "grain" of the Pr-

cambribn basement there is no evidence to indicate . any 

direct control of the position and orientation of the 

Trough by bedroc% features. The Canbrian Dundas Croup tun 

Oeposited on an erosionnl surface uhich transgresses ttle 

Precambrian structure. 

Tuo periods of tectonic movement acconpaniod deposition 

of the Dundas Croup. The Uardstaff rovecent of the 1, 71001c 

addle Cnnbrian and the Sukesian lovenent of the Lolyor to 

Viddle Upper CnEbrian arc assigned to the Tyennan OroconY 

of Carey and Danks (19510 and the validity of this orogcny 

is confirmed. The tuo movement periods are of similar type. 

The Sukesian Vovement is first recorded by megabreccins 

Tihich tier° formed by gravitational douns/iding of seni-

Indurated sediment frop the tilted flanks of the Trough. 

Eoth movements resulted in tilting and gentle folding of 

ae sediments ult11 nomuIl fanlUng occurring in the 

TarOstnff V_ovement pnen rEovrrent period uss folloued by 

owpsion, libleh in the cos° of the Unrdstftff Uovocient uno 
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probably submarine, but which was subaerial for the 

Jukesian Movement. They were both followed by deposition 

of rocks of lithologies strongly contrasting with earlier 

deposits, as a result of changes in provenance and basin 

shape consequent upon the movements. 

The Dial Range. Trough generally narrowed and deepened 

during the Cambrian so that by the Upper Cambrian it was 

asymmetrical facing east and less than five miles wide at 

its northern end with the maximum thickness of sediments of 
the order of 5,000 feet., The transgression of the base of 
the Ordovician Junee Group across theDundas Group sedi-

ments on to the Precambrian basement of the trough flanks 

and the internal structure of the Dundas Group with many 

formations having marked thickness changes shows that the 

trough was formed during Cambrian time and is not a post-

Cambrian structural basin. 

,Ordovician sedimentation was post-geosynclinal. The 

Duncan Conglomerate at the base is a terrestrial talus 

wedge succeeded upwards by shallow-water sediments of a 

regional marine transgression. 

The principal Palaeozoic Orogeny is the Tabberabberan. 

There are two distinct periods of movement, here named the 

Eugenanan and Loonganan Movements, The Eugenanan Movement 

resulted in folds on north-west trending axes which had a 

competent-incompetent style. Axial-surface foliations 



such as slaty Cleavage, schistosity, strain-slip cleavage, 

and fracture cleavage developed in incompetent beds, 

accompanying folds of dominantly similar style. Large 

open folds uith concentric shears and breakthrusts 

developed in competent formations. 'Decollements uere 

formed at the principal lithological boundaries which are 

at the top of the Precambrian basement in the south-

eastern part of the area, at the base of a thick chert in 

the DUndas Group and at the base of a thick conglomerate 

in the Slime Group. Those lithological discontinuities 

originated as unconformities. 

The Bugenanan trends are generally north-north-west 

throughout the area, with deviation to north-west in the 

southeastern part of the area and to north or north-north-

east in the basement uedges of the eastern flank of the 

Dial Range Trough. The deviations are probably due to 

large-scale refolding in the Loonganan Phase. Euconanan 

folds continue downwards from mantle to basement in many 

areas, and are not significantly deflected at the western 

margin of the Dial Range Trough. The decollements wore 

therefore effective in only limited areas and there was no 

general disharmony between the deformation of basement and 

mantle. 

The Loonganan Kovement resulted in superposed oblique 

crossfolds trending south-west or uest-south-uest. Axial 

4 
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planes are uniformly oriented in mantle and basement but 

=es vary in plunge according to the attitude of the in-

herited foliation. In horizontally-bedded rocks of the 

mantle or in areas of flat-lying basement foliation the 

folds are upright, symmetrical and open uith near-vertical 

axial planes. In nany Places these interact .with earlier 

folds to produce domes and basins. In areas with steeply 

dipping primary foliations the folds have a steep axial 

plunge. The style varies from conjugate to symmetrical to 

asymmetrical depending on the orientation of the inherited 

foliation. The kinematic a2 planes of the various areas 

intersect in a direction trending near ten degrees west of 

north which is inferred to be the infinity-fold axis of a 

stress field with axial symmetry. 

The Upper Devonian Bugenana Beds are post-orogenic 

terrestrial (spelean) deposits which date the Tabberabberan 

°roam' as addle Devonian. The Eugenana Beds and Permian 

Gystem record structures formed by normal faulting in the 

riesozoic and Cainozoic epoirogenies. 

=TAW 

The Precambrian basement of the Dial Range is divided 

into an Upper and a Lower Division, the names referring to 

their positions relative to a large thrust which separates 

them. These divisions have been termed by previous 

workers the "Younger" and "Older" Divisions respectively, 
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reflecting the hypothesis that the two divisions are of 

different ages and are separated by an unconformity which 

represents an inferred "Frenchman Orogeny". 

'Evidence cited for this orogeny includes the contrast 

in metamorphic grade and structural style between the two 

divisions and the presence of conglomerates of metamorphic 

provenance in the Upper Division. However, in the Dial 

Range area it is found that such conglomerates occur in 

both divisions so that any erosional period represented by 

the conglomerates does not necessarily coincide with the 

boundary between divisions. The differences in metamorphic 

grade and structural style are valid arguments for the 

Frenchman Orogeny only insofar as the divisional boundary 

is a stratigravhic contact and now that it has been shown 

that the two divisions are in faulted contact the arguments 

lose much of their force. 

The. boundary between the two divisions truncates the 

structure in the Lower Division but also truncates the 

structure in the Upper Division. There is in places a thin 

layer of chaotic breccia along the boundary and there are 

sharp deflections of foliation and lineation adjacent to 

the boundary. The thrust is of widespread extent and may 

even extend the full length of Tasmania. The thrust was a 

very effective decollement surface with structures of one 

deformation phase which are strongly developed in the upper 
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plate being absent or of very low intensity in the lower 

plate. Correlation of movement phases across the thrust 

is, however, conjectural and the possibility that the 

thrust is a thrusted unconformity cannot be discounted. 
The Lower Division is dominated structurally by a 

strong transposition foliation, the sehistosity 32 in 

pelites, which is marked in quartzites by a micaceous 
foliation and the dimensional orientation of lenticular 

grains of disrupted quartz. Earlier foliations include 

bedding, metamorphic banding and a quartz-mica composition-

al layering which may be bedding or which may be an early 

transposition foliation. These foliations have been 

rotated towards parallelism with 82 1  the divergence be-

tween 82 and the earlier foliations being usually less 

than five degrees. 

Linear structures are of two styles. The Porcupine 

Hill style is confined to belts of quartzite and consists 

of isoclinal folds and mullions in which the compositional 

quartz-mica foliation is folded about axial surfaces marked 

by a mica foliation and optically oriented quartz. 

Lineations of this style have a near-horizontal pitch in 

82 except in one isolated body of quartzite where the 

steep pitch may be due to whole-sale rotation of a tectonic 

fish. The Goldie Crook Style is confined to belts of 

schist and amphibolite. The folds are isoclinal folds of 



laninated quartzite (probably bedding), metarorphic layer-

ing in amphibolites and secretion quartz veins in schist. 

The layering is in places mechanically disrupted and is 

folded about axial surfaces marked by the mica foliation 

02. The fold axes have, invariably, a steep Pitch in 02. 

Textural studios by A.H. Gpry indicate that these 

rocks are polymetamorphic, and that 02 uas developed dur-

ing a second period of metamorphism. It is a close-spaced 

Crenulation cleavage uith nicrolithons containing detached 

hinges of folded mica foliations in the western part of 

the area. Further to the east the earlier foliations are 

obliterated by recrystallisation of muscovite and biotite. 

The two lineation styles Probably correspond to 

different periods of deformation. Uowever, the interaction 

between mesoscopic structures of the two phases is diffi-

cult to study because of poor exposures and the parallel-

ism of structures of each phase. The transposition of 

older foliations into the-youager has been very effective 

both here and thrOughout Tasmania generally. 5tructures 

of different phases intersect at high angles only in 

restricted zones. These zones are termed triclinic zones 

as in them the mesoscopic structure of individual folds and 

related lineations is patently triclinic, Whereas in inter-

vening areas there is a pseudo-monoclinic symmetry due to 

transposition and obliteration of earlier inherited 
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elements. Preliminary investigations by A.R. Spry and 

students of one such triclinic zone at Picnic Point shows 

that there are two periods of deformation, the second 

period having kinematic near horizontal. 

At Goat Island mesoscopic structures of the inferred 

first phase of deformation are absent. Study of the 

"deformed conglomerate" there indicates that the movement 

picture in the final 8(1,2) phase of deformation was 

orthorhombic with axial tendencies, the principal compon-

ent of movement being horizontal extension. The "pebbles" 

arc termed tectons as there are indications that they are 

of mixed origin, in part probably being original pebbles, 

and in part formed from layers or mullions by mechanical 

processes such , as boudinage. 

A late Precambrian strain-slip cleavage refolds S2 

in a narrow zone on the footwall of a fault crossing Goat 

Island. This postdates the principal period of deformation 

as it has consistent sense of asymmetry across an (S402) 

fold and it may correspond to the youngest movement period 

observed in the Upper Division of the Precambrian. 

Regionally the schistosity 82 has been refolded into 

large open folds, one of which has an axial surface in 

common with a fold in overlying Ordovician rocks. The post-

metamorphic flexural and strain-slip cleavage refolding of 

the schistosity is identified as Tabberabberan (Devonian). 



41. 

• The Upper Division of the. Precambrian is represented 

by the Becky Cape Group, a quartzite-zudstone repetitive 

succession deposited from turbidity currents. TWO periods 

of Precambrian deformation are recognisable. The first is 

isoclinal folding s with generation of a variety of minor 

structures ranging from concentric Shears, fracture cleav.- 

age and.boudinago in °quartzite to fracture cleavage, slaty 

cleavage and cronulation ,cleavage uith minor regrowth of 

chlorite and mica in pelites. It . is inferred that a major 

antiformal reclined fold has a hinge lying uest of the 

areas examined. 

The second generation folds arc disharmonic with a 

coarse strain-slip cleavage in hinges. At Sulphur Creek 

the .two phases of deformation have resulted in folds of 

different styles and with contrasting suites of minor 

structures. However, the axes and axial planes are nearly 

parallel and the order of folding is deduced frm the re-

folding in the second phase of planar minor structures of 

the first phase. At Blythe Heads linear structures of the 

first phase are refolded. 

Folds of the second generation re disharmonic, each 

fold dying out downwards against a strike fault. The 

faults probably splay upwards from the basal thrust to form 

an imbricate or schuppen structure. The crenulation cleav- 

ge in the fault zone crossing Goat Island in the :Lower , 



Division is tentatively correlated with this phase of 

movement, in which case the two divisions of the Pre-

cambrian have this period of deformation in common. 

A second-phase fold at Blythe Heads is crossed by an 

oblique, post-folding fault, which offsets the axial trace. 

The fault zone is brecciated and intruded by a narrow dyke 

of Cooee Dolerite which is dated at Cooee (six nibs west 

of Blythe Heads) as 700 million years B.P. The second 

phase of deformation in the Upper Division is therefore 

older than Cambrian. This dating is confirmed by the 

truncation of Structures in the Docky Cape Group of the 

Central Highlands of Tasmania at the base of the Cambrian 

Dundas Group. 

A tentative schedule of the Precambrian history is 

tabulated below. The order of events in each division is 

established but correlation between divisions is 

conjectural. 

LeiDivi ien 	P1,14-0,22 
Boundary  

22RDS-121.1112-2,-.ini 

Penguin Strain-slip 	Thrust 
Vovement cleavages in some 

areas. 

Frenchman 
Orogeny 

Second (82) phase 
(?) Goldie Creek 
style-kinematic 
horizontalpiedium 
to low grade 
metamorphism. 
First phase (?) 
Porcupine Rill 
style. Vodium to 
low grade 
uetamorphism. 

Second-phase fold-
ing, forming a hoco-
clinal sdhuppen 
structure. 

Transition? First-phase folds 
retamerphism of low 
grade or absent. 



The Dundas Group rests on an erosional surface of 

•considerable magnitude, the base of the group transgress-

ing across all rack assemblages of the Precambrian. 

The succession in the Dial Range area is as follows:- 

Ihkgknoss  
(many units variable) 

Jukesian Uhconformity 
Radfords Creek Subgroup: 

Beecraft regabreccia 	 less than 500 feet 
Mudstones, sandstones, and 

conglomerates...improbably much more than 200 feet 
Applebee Creek Volcanics 

(intermediate) 	  200 feet 
Eudstones, sandstones, tuffs and 

conglomerates. ........ OO . OOO OOOOOO ,+O0 to 550 feet 
Disconformity 
Eotton Spilite 	0(?)foot to more than 1500 feet•
Barrington Chest 	 250 to more than 2800 feet 
Hardstaff Uhconformity 
Catoena Point Subgroup: 

Ludstones, sandstones, and 
•conglomerates.  	about 1050 feet 

Ullsonia Creek Volcanics 
(acid) 	 0 to 350 feet 

LUdstones and sandstones 	 about 550 feet 
Zorrison Creek Volcanics 

(intermediate). 	  120 feet 
rUdstones, sandstones, claystones and 

conglomerates 	 more than 1000 feet 
Isandula Conglomerate 	 more than 600 feet 

Disconformity 
Lobster Creek Volcanics 

(acid to intermediate) O . OOO . OOO 	more than 1000 feet 

Total thickness 	5870 feet to more than 10420feet. 
The Dundas Group of this area was deposited in a linear 

trough oriented north-south, which is termed the Dial Range 

Trough. This trough is defined by the great thickening of 

the Barrington Chert from an average and fairly uniform 
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250 feet on the flanks to more than 2800 feet at the centre 

of the trough. The Dundas Group as a whole probably about 

doubles in thickneSs between the flanks and centre of the 

trough, in part due to variations in the thickness Of 

formations such an the Barrington Chet, and in part due 

to inter-formational disconformitios uhose stratigraphic 

magnitude, increases from the centre of the trough towards 

the flanks. The trough is asymmetrical with a steep west-

ern wall and a gently-sloping eastern floor. On the west-

ern side the highest units of the Dundas Group are in con-

tact uith basement and older formations dip beneath them. 
The actual thickness of sediment abutting against the 

western wall probably exceeds 5000 feet. 

The western wall may be interpreted as a scarp due to 

erosion of some basement inhomogeneity (fault-line scamp), 

an interpretation for which there is no evidence, or as a 

fault scarp resulting from normal faulting contemporaneous 

with deposition. This is the view expressed by Campana et 

al (1958) in their 'rift valley" hypothesis for Cambro-
Ordovician basins in Tasmania. There is support for this 

hypothesis, for the Cambrian period only, in that mega-

breccias derived from the high side of this feature appear 

to have boon emplaced consequent upon tilting. If the 

scarp had been a long-standing erosional feature then mega-

breccias should occur at all horizons which they do not. 



The scarp is probably a fault which moved at intervals 

during deposition. 

The mudstones of the Lundas Group are mainly clay-

stones or siltstones interlaminated with fine sandstones 

and contain beds of graded sandstone and pebble to granule-

size conglomerate. Current directions from cross-bedding 

and ripple marks, thickness variations and grain-size 

variations in some formations indicate currents travelled 

down the trough from a northern source° Thickness 

variations within formations and their manner of trans-

gression indicate that the axis of the trough sloped south-

wards at a rate of the order of 150 feet per mile. The 

axial slope appears to have been rejuvenated at intervals 

during sedimentation rather than maintained by continuous 

slow subsidence. The axes of gravitational slump folds 

from one locality on the eastern flank of the trough are 

directed north-west, which suggests that the dip of the 

flanks of the trough was approximately evrl to the axial 

slope. 

Tectonic movements during sedimentation are indicated 

by a number of strong hiatuses in the succession. The 

Cateena Point Subgroup rests on Precambrian in places, on 

Lobster Creek Volcanics in others. This is probably due to 

transgression of the Subgroup over a submarine volcanic 

pile. The Barrington Chert rest t on Cateena Point Subgroup 



in places and transgresses across almost a full thickness 

of that Subgroup. In other places it rests on Lobster 

Creek Volcanics. The transgression is fairly systematic 

and a "subcrop" or palaeogeologic map dhows a systematic 

pattern of gentle folding and one fault which is interpret-

ed as resulting from a tectonic movement, termed the 

Hardstaff Vovement, in the Middle Middle Cambrian. 

The base of the Radfords Creek Subgroup rests on rotton 

Spilite in the south-eastern part of the trough and on 

Barrington Chert in the south-west. At the northern end of 

the trough the Subgroup is represented by the Beecraft 

regabreccia and correlates which transgress across all 

earlier-deposited formations of the Dundas Group to rest on 

basement in places. This transgression represents southward 

tilting of the axis of the trough of at least 150 feet per 

mile, before or during deposition of the subgroup. There 

is evidence of tectonic tilting in that the megabreccia was 

probably emplaced by gravity sliding of material from the 

flanks toward the axis of the trough. This "stripping of 

the cover" of the flanks is also shown by the first appear-

ance of conglomerates derived from the western basement at 

the Leioevge  horizon, dating the first emergence of the 

western flank (the Rocky Came Geanticline of Carey, 1953) 

as Lower Upper Cambrian. Shortly after deposition of the 

Radfords Creek Subgroup sedimentation was halted in the 
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trough. A palaeogeologic map of the base of the Junee 

Group shows that the Barrington Chert was folded into a 

gentle anticline and tight synclines at or about this time. 

All these Upper Cambrian events are identified with the 

Jukesian tectonic movement. 

The tectonic history during the Cambrian is summarised 

in the table below. 

TYLUNAN OEOGLNY 

Jukesian Lovement - 
erosion 
folding and termination of sedimentation 
hydration of Precambrian haematite ores 
intrusion of dykes and stocks of keratophyre 
megabreccia formation by gravity down-sliding 
cover stripped from Pocky Cape Geanticline 
deposition of Padfords Creek Subgroup 
submarine.  erosion. 

Deposition of rotton Opilite 
Deposition of Barrington Chert (with gravitational sliding?) 

Hard staff tbvement - 
submarine erosion 
gentle warping and faulting. 

Deposition of Cateena Point Subgroup 
Deposition of Lobster Creek Volcanics 

Long period of erosion. 

There was continuous sedimentation in Tasmania during 

the Ordovician (Junee Group), Silurian and Lower Devonian 

(Eldon Group). Only the lower part of the Junee Group is 

preserved in the Dial Range area. The succession is as 

follows: 
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Gordon Limestone 	 more than 2000 foot 
Dial Subgroup: Eoina Gandstone 	maximum 	800 feet 

Duncan Conglomerate 	 from 0 to 1800 foot 
Gnomon Eudstone 	minimum 	30 feet 

The Gnomon EUdstones arc laminated mudstone and sand-

stone with thin beds of conglomerate. While resembling in 

some respects the mudstones of the Dundas Group they are 

distinguished from them by the different provenance as 

indicated by a high haematite content and the composition 

of pebbles in the conglomerate layers. The conglomerates 

interbedded with the Gnomon Oldstone strongly resemble 

parts of the Duncan Conglomerate. Although on the Gnomon 

the mudstones are unconformably related to the Duncan 

Conglomerate, the relationship is near-conformable at 

kyrtles.  Creek. 

The Duncan Conglomerate is a terrestrial fanglomerate 

or scree-breccia deposit largely derived from highlands of 

Dundas Group chert (the Barrington Chert) to the east. 

Intercalated at the base, and again at the top, are a 

number of bands of congloverate derived from the Rocky Cape 

Group and iron ore bodies to the vest. The conglomerate is 

badly sorted uith fabrics ranging from discontinuous frame-

work and pebbles oriented at random to banded or bedded 

deposits with size sorting and oriented pebbles. The 

conglomerate occurs in the form of tuo coalescing fans 

centred on Mts. Ebntgomery and Duncan. The centres, or 
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"stems" of the fans lie just east of these peaks, and the 

conglomerate fans out and decreases in thickness rsestwards 

from the centres. Observed imbricate structure indicates 

currents in the fans travelled southwards on reaching the 

piedmont. 

On the western and southern sides of the Dial Range 

the Duncan Conglomerate appears to interfinger with the 

well-bedded sandstones and shales of the Moina Sandstone. 

Upper members of this formation overlie the Duncan 

Conglomerate. The Yoina sandstone contains wormcasts and 

"painted" markings due to burrowing organisms and near 

Eugenana gastropods are found close to the base of the 

formation with a rich trilobite fauna near the top. In 

the Dial Range the material appears to have been largely 

derived from reworking of Duncan Conglomerate but outside 

this region the sandstones were derived from other local 

sources. 

The Duncan Conglomerate was largely derived from fold 

mountains to the east of the present Dial Range, but there 

was a significant contribution from the basement to the 

west. This indicates the conglomerate was deposited in a 

gentle topographic low. The great thickness and rapid 

changes of thickness of the conglomerate are due mainly to 

its origin as alluvial fans and the possibility that the 

conglomerate filled a graben as suggested by Campana et al 
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(1958) is not sumported. 

Excepting the unconformity at the top of the Gnomon 

rUdstohe on the Gnomon which may be a local discordance 

due to landsliding, the only significant tectonic activity 

during the Ordovician and Lower Devonian is the widespread 

regional subsidence represented by the marine transgression 

of the reins. Oandstone and Gordon Limestone. 

Deposition in the Lower Devonian was terminated by the 

Tabberabberan Orogeny which is a major orogenic phase with 

effects recorded in Tasmania, Victoria, and southern New 

South Wales. 

Two principal movement periods are recognised in the 

Dial Range area, the Eugonanan rovement and the Loonganan 

rovement. 

During the Eugenanan Eovement, the rocks of the mantle 

were folded in a competent-incompetent fashion. The thick 

wedge of Luncan Conglomerate of the Junee Group and the 

Barrington Chert of the tundas Group behaved as fairly 

rigid units while the mudstones beneath were tightly folded 

with formation of slaty cleavage in axial zones. The 

bottoms of the thick wedges were surfaces of differential 

movement, or decollements, which in places broke through 

the competent units as thrusts. The best example is the 

Duncan Fault, which follows the Junee-Dundas Group boundary 

north of Et Duncan and south of Gunns Plains but which 
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rises through the succession in the intervening area as a 

thrust fault. Similarly the base of the Barrington Chert. 

In Sheffield Quadrangle, near Preston, is a, thrust which 

to the north disappears along the bedding at the base of 

the formation. These decollement movements, ,with 

incompetent - folding of mudstones beneath a cover which 

"slid about" during folding, are concentrated at the 

bottoms of the competent beds in places and at the top of 

the Precambrian basenent in others but are not, areally 

widespread. 

The Eugenanan rovement resulted in broad, open folds 

in competent strata or in strata with bedding defined by 

alternating layers with great differences in physical 

properties. Thus broad, open folds developed in the Noina 

Sandstone (sandstone-mudstone alternations) and in the 

Forth and Ulverstone Netamorphics (quartzite-schist 

alternations). In incompetent strata, such as the Gordon 

Limestone of the Junee Group and the mudstones of the 

Dundas Group, the fold styles tend to be 'similar' with 

slaty. cleavage being well-developed in certain areas. In 

zones of intense deformation, at Bugenana, at the Iron 

Cliffs, and in the Westbank Chaos, a penetrative schisi. 

tosity was formed with transposition of inherited laminae 

and formation of augen texture around calcite lenses 

(Eugenana), pebbles (Iron Cliffs) and boulders Westbank 



Chaos). This schistcsity is Tabberabbcran, not Tyennan, 

as was found in another place on the Tasmanian Uorth Coast 

by Burns (1961a). 

The Lugenanan deformation formed some special 

structures. In the Forthside Antiform Precambrian meta-

sediments dipping steeply south were folded together with 

a horizontal cover of Junee Group sandstone. The resultant 

fold form closely approximates a hypothetical example 

deduced by Eoss (1962) but with the axial trace sharply 

deflected at the =conformity due to the change in primary 

attitude of the foliations. The offset of the axial trace 

between the two rock groups is an example of the "shifting 

of crests" predicted by O'briscoll (1962). 

In the Westbank Chaos the fold axes form a partial 

great circle parallel to the foliation. The folds are 

folded slabs in a mogabreccia with bedding originally 

disoriented as between slabs, and the girdle results from 

superposition of the axial plane foliation upon this 

heterogenous assemblage. 

At Culphur Creek where flat-bedded Junee Group 

conglomerate is "fused" to a basement of steeply-dipping 

Rocky Cape Group, the Eugenanan deformation resulted in 

gentle, broad folds in the Junee Group with accommodation 

being provided by numerous flat thrust sub-parallel to 

bedding, rovement in the basement was confined to wall- 
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scale puckering of the phyllite bands. The folds 

developed in this area have a low plunge in the mantle 

and a steep plunge in basement but have parallel axial 

planes. 

at Eugenana the change from similar folding with an 

axial plane schistosity to conjugate-style, flexural refold-

ing of schistosity is ascribed to changes in the physical 

conditions of the rock or to a change in the rate of 

deformation. As the direction of shortening was horizontal 

for the first phase and vertical for some folds formed in 

the second phase, changes in the local stress field are 

likely to have occurred. 

The structures of the Eugonanan Iovement may be assign- 

ed to a "primary thrust" regi e (in the sense of Harland 1 1. 

and Bayly, 1958). The only pl ce in which there is any 

departure from this is at The Gnomon whore tear faults 

formed under "primary wrench" conditions, from which minor 

extension is inferred. 

The Gnomon Fault is confined to the Ordovician rocks 

and does not extend down into the underlying Cambrian. 

There is a change in fold style across the fault. An 

anticlinal-synclinal fold pair with a thrusted middle limb 

occurs south of the fault, but only a broad gentle anti-

cline north of the fault. This change in fold style across 

the fault suggests that the fault was active during 
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folding. 

Folds of the Eugenanan phase have axial planes near 

vertical and no consistent asymmetry. The associnted 

faults are low or high angle reverse faults with no regular 

direction of throw. Thus while the Isandula Fault upthrows 

oast, the fault through the Precambrian north-east of 

Spalford upthrows the western side. This agrees with a 

study made by Jennings (1950 who found reverse faults of 

opposite throw to be genetically cognate. A regular 

vorgence implies, in this type of terrain, a consistent 

direction of translation of upper beds relative to lower. 

There has been no superficial movement of this kind in the 

rantle. 

The second deformation period has been terned the 

Loonganan, the name being taken from a large syncline some 

twenty miles south-west of the Dial Range. 

Loonganan folds in the Dial tango area are of two 

contrasting styles. At Sulphur Creek, Gunns Plains and 

Oorth Hatton, the folds are broad, open, oblique cross-

folds, which interact with Eugenanan folds to give domes 

and basins of elliptical outline in plan. The compound 

folds are non-cylindrical and axial trends cannot be 

determined from bedding analysis as claimed by Lindstrom 

(1961). There is a probability that some folds have 

developed as "differential folds" in the sense of Rod 
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(1950., Early faults behave as long-standing inhoao-

genoities and blocks separated by faults arc refolded 

with different wavelengths and styles. An example is the 

fault network at the south-western and of 	Lorymor. 

Those largo, open ftlds in flat-lying rocks of the 

mantlav . and in areas of flat-lying foliatio in the base-

E0 	havo kinematic lag planes near vortical and strikina 

near 350. They mould be classified in the terms of 

Harland and Bayly (1958) as folds correspondina to a 

"secondary thrust" . roalme. 

Ar second croup of Loonganan folds Is Characterised by 

steep axial plunge. The folds are asymmetrical with. 

resemblances to the qoblique-shoar" folds of de Oitter 

(1956, p.214) with a single sot of axial surfaces (knickor-

falten) trending southwest. However, in somo zones the 

folds arc conjugate (Johnson, 1956) uith another sot of 

axial surfaces trending north-uest. The axial surfaces 

are oriented regularly without regard to the primary dip 

of the foliation or bedding; the axial plane traces run up 

and down the limbs of 'earlier folds. In sou° zones the 

knick planes are close-spaced, with separations of only a 

few pillicetres, and constitute a penetrative foliation at 

the mososcopic scale. 

There are somo special fold types that belong to this 

group. At Goat Zoland the knick planes crossing the 



conglomerate form two sets with intersections near vertical. 

Uhere thin bands of schist are contained within the 

conglomerate the knick planes cross the schist without 

change in orientation resulting in two divergent sets of 

contemporaneous lineations. This is a passive refolding of 

the schist and the folds might be better termed "knick-drags". 

In some other areas the line of intersection of knickerfalten 

lies in the foliation and only one set of lineations results. 

Apparently polyclinal folds of this type superposed on fold-

ed terrains may result in.several divergent fold trends as 

observed by Hobbs (1962). On a regional scale, the large 

swing in trend of the crestal trace of the Lobster Creek 

Anticline and Library Syncline may be due to refolding of 

this type. For this to have occurred in the Devonian, after 

deposition of the Duncan Conglomerate implies an active 

decollement at the base of the Junee Group on Et Eontgomery 

which has also been deduced from other evidence. 

The folds with steep axial plunge correspond to the 

"secondary wrench" regime of Harland and Bayly (1958). 

However, the folds of the "secondary thrust" group are of 

the same age. The two groups of folds are contemporaneous, 

with common axial planes, and the divergence of axes is not 

a result of their being formed at different times but is a 

result of the superposition of constantly oriented axial 

planes on a heterogeneous, folded pile of rocks. The direct 
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correlation between "noveEent plane" or "bun deformation" 

and stress field as nada by Ilarland and Dayly is inapplic-

able In the Dial Range. 

The Da ttinecatie planes from different regions tend 
to intersect near a direction Ob.350. Tho fold azes, utich 

In most areas are the 12 ftinenatic axes, lie in a great 
circle nornal to this direction. The great circle is sub-

parallel to the axial planes of upright open folds of lou 

plunge in areas or flat-lying foliation, and is the plane 

dihotirally bisect1n3 the acute angle between tlnictr, planes 

in the Goat Island Conglonerate. The direction 0-350 is 

the one direction co).,.on to the movenent pictures from 

various parts of the region and is interpreted ao the 
infinity-fold axis of a radial stress systen. 

The Eueenanq Beds are spelean deposits. Although 

tightly folded at the base of the deposit, the folds are 

soft-sedicentary conpaction folds du to loading. Tectonic 

joints and "ductile-shear" folds in parts of the deposit 

are of very snail intensity, are restricted to small regions 

of the deposit, and are correlated with sinilar deformation 

of Tertiary ago itt adjacent root= of the Permian Systep. 

The Tabberabbcran Orogeny was therefore concluded by the 

tic° of deposition of the LUgenana Dods and occurred in 

the Niddle Devonian. 

The Eugenana Dods consist of early fissure fillings 
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of terra rossa; an early boulder bed with terra rossa 

matrix; a cavern fill and fissure fillings of exotic 

(derived from outside the cave system) sandstone and mud-

stone; and .a late boulder bed with exotic matrix. The 

lithological units form a succession consistent with a 

normal karst cycle. Minor erosional structures Show the 

caves sere formed at the water table. Streams ran along 

the cave floor causing scalloping of boulders in its bed, 

and karren flutings in the roof and on the 'walls of 

fissures indicate that meteoric waters entering from 

above. 

The cave was not necessarily formed at the ground 

surface as such a cycle can occur deep inside a high 

mountain range. At the inception of the Tabberabberan 

Orogeny the Gordon Limestone was overlain by about 5,000 

feet of conformable younger rocks. The existence of a free 

water table indiCates an uplift of this order of magnitude, 

and the same Order of erosion, had occurred by Upper 

Devonian time. 

There . are isolated dolerite sills in the Eugenana 

area which were intruded at the base of the Permian System 

and which indicate that the base of the Permian System at 

Eugenana was of the order of 500 feet above the Eugenana 

Beds as now exposed. The level of Carboniferous erosion 

thus reached down to within about 500 feet of the cave 
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deposits aad a little noro erosion would have recoved 

them entirely. 2he preservation of the Eugonana Beds was 

accidental which explains why equivalent rocks have not 

been found elsewhere in Tasuania t  although it nay be noted 

that a fossil Ituragessa  of unknown age occurs at 
Railton, five miles south-east of Eugenana t  and may be the 

sann ago as the Eugenana Deds. 
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Dundas Group. A search has been mace for Precambrian 

structures which may. have controlled the position or shape 

of the Dial Range Trough, for structures within the trough 

that indicate its manner of development, and for structures 
throughout the area which indicate bow it was deformed. 

•The investigation is conducted in two stages. The 

general structure and stratigraphy of the area is determin-

ed by regional mapping at a scale of ftur inches to the 

mile. Small areas are delimited whicb.  yield information of 

significance to the tectonic succession, and the second 

stage of investigation consists of detailed studies of 

these areas. 

In presentation, the area is treated as a whole. 

Tectonic successions observed in detailed examination of 

scattered, small areas are linked together through the 

regional mapping and dated stratigraphically where possible. 

Chapters 5 to 10 are descriptions of the structures found 

in each of the major tectonic units. In Chapters 11 to 13 

the evidence of the major tectonic events is collated and 

assessed. 
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There is no standard work giving a consistent or 

comprehensive set of definitions of the terms in frequent 

use in Structural Geology. Recent publications show con-

siderable divergence in nomenclature. It is considered to 

be desirable, therefore, to make a statement as to the 

sense in which some terms are used and to list frequently-

used symbols. As measurements of the axial surface, for 

example, will be frequently presented, it is desirable 

that the basis on which this measurement is made be avail-

able to the reader. any of the definitions are based 

upon unpublished lectures by L.B. Weiss at the Canberra 

Symposium on Structural Analysis 1962, and on unpublished 

lecture notes of 0.11. Carey. 

aztimath is used to mean the true bearing, in degrees 

east of geographic north, of a horizontal line or linear 

element. Irmil means the azimuth of the normal projection 

of a plunging line on a horizontal plane. Thus "the-folds 

have a trend 097" means that the normal projection of the 

fold axes on a horizontal plane has an azimuth of 097 

degrees east of true north. 

16-097 means a linear element has a plunge of 16 

degrees and an azimuth of 097 degrees. 

65S1123 means a planar clement has a strike of 123 

degrees cast of true north and a dip of 65 degrees toward 
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the south-west quadrant. Mere the plane is vertical, as 

in "9011270" the "N" is inserted to distinguish between 

the figures for strike and the figures for dip and could 

equally well have been "8°. 

8 is the synbol for a group of penetrative 8-surfaces, 

different groups being denoted by 51,82,53,.... Uhere S o  

is used it means bedding. 

L is the symbol for a group of lineations. Li L2,11, 

•....are different groups of lineations. Lo  is used for 

primary lineations such as flute-casts. 

In some areas there is a number of related S-surfaces 

of approximately the same age. It is convenient to 

designate these 81,18r ,S o, according to type, and to group 

them together as 81. 

S1x82: The symbol ex' used in this way means 

'intersection'. The exaiple means the direction of the 

line of intersection of 8-surfaces of the 81 and 82 classes, 

or the lines themselves. In some cases the term L(1,2) 

will be used to name lineations to avoid ambiguity and to 

avoid repetition of the phrase "a class of lineations form-

ed at the intersection of planes of the classes 8 1  and S2•" 

D(81 ,82 ) or 3(1,2) moans a class of folds in which the 

surface 01 is folded and 82 is generated. S2 is usually, 

but not invariable, a structure parallel to the axial sur-

face. In some places the term "13(1,2) folding" is used to 
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mean that period of folding in which folds of the B(1,2) 

class were formed. 

The term 'beta is used for a statistically, 

projectively defined fold axis. 

In relating movement on faults to phases of folding, 

use is made of the analyses of Bott (1959), Jaeger (1960) 

and Harland and Dayly (1958). The "stress regimes" used 

for this correlation are referred to regional axesA03X 

whore B is the trend of Eugenanan folds, C is vertical, and 

Is horizontal and at right angles to fl. (A and B have 

azimuths of approximately 080 and 350 respectively). 

Fabric axes gob tg are used utters a is a prominent 
foliation and is a lineation. Xinematic axesga tg are 

used viler° b is the axis of external rotation, and the 

deformation plane Ag is normal to It. Uhere movement was 

by slip on a secondary foliation a is the glide plane. 

In order to distinguish between kinematic and fabric axes 

the adjectives "fabric" or "kinematic" are used. 

IoNta are used to denote the morphological axes of 

"stretched pebbles" at Goat Island. 1,12,n are the lengths 

of the axes in individual "pebbles". 

"Vergence" means the sense of asymmetry. Thus folds 

"verging to the north" means the folds have axial planes 

dipping south and related thrust faults dip south (after 

van Hilton, 1960, p.35). 
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"Decollement" is used to mean any flat-lying detach-

ment surface of any size Which occurs within the 

sedimentary pile at any level. 

"0-surface", after Inopf (1933) is used to mean a 

penetrative, two-dimensional structure in a rock. "Fold" 

is. used,.after Leith (1913, p.105) for that portion of an 

0-surface in which one, or both radii of curvature are of 

finite magnitude and constant sign provided that, after 

Hall (18)5), the curvature is superimposed. A "cylindrical 

fold" is a fold with one radius of curvature infinite. A 

."non-cylindrical" or "spherical" fold is one in which 

portions of an 9-surface have the two principal radii of 

curvature of finite macnitude. The "axis" of a cylindrical 

fold is the direction of that line common to all portions 

of a cylindrically-folded 0-surface. The "hinge" is the 

region of maximum curvature of a fold.. The "axial surface" 

is used to mean the surface which passes through all the 

hinges of a pile of folded 9-surfaces and contains the axis 

of cylindrical folds. If the hinges are not well-defined, 

the surface bisecting the limbs is utilised as the axial 

surface. For non-cylindrical folds, crostal surface and 

crostal trace are used after Busk (1929, n.8) and Willis 

(1893, p.251) but are used for either synclines or anti-

clines as it is not usually necessary to specify the 

direction of convexity, 
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For faults, "slip" is total displacement in the fault 

plane in the direction of movement (after Cromtal, 1959). 

It is regarded as a line not as a vector. "Throw" and 

"shift" are components of slip in planes normal to the 

fault - in vertical and horizontal planes respectively. 

"Stratigraphic throw" is measured in that plane normal to 

the displaced bedding which makes the highest possible 

dihedral angle with the plane of the fault. 

ismalumulam 
XoentlIon:  

The Dial Range Area lies between longitudes 146 and 

146°20' east, and between 41 and 41°15' south latitude, on 

the central north coast of Tasmania. 

From Bass Strait in the north, the area extends up to 

twelve miles inland. From near the Eersey River in the 

east, it extends for eighteen miles along the coast to the 

west. The area lies in the western half of Devonport 

Quadrangle (shown in figure 1). 

tbreielo  

The Dial Range Arca is that part of the coastal low-

lands of northern Tasmania lying between the Dial Range 

and Kelcey Tier. Three topographic units comprise the 

greater part of this area - the coastal Larine Platform, 

the Lower Coastal Surface, and residuals rising above the 

latter. The distribution of these units is shown in 
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figure 2 which was drawn by the writer on the basis of 

criteria of Davies (1959). 

The Dial Range and Kelcey Tier areresiduals standing 

above the Lower Coastal Surface. The north end of the 

flange overlooks Penguin, a small coastal township on Bass 

Strait. From Penguin the Range, with its companion Mt 

Lorymar, runs south west for seven miles, terminating at 

the wide limestone valley of Gunns Plain. The summits 

lie at a general elevation of 1800 feet, the highest peak 

being Mt Duncan at 2200 feet. The Range is bounded on all 

sides by an escarpment up to 1500 feet high. The scarp is 

covered in thick talus oxcept for occasional lines of 

cliffs up to 400 feet high. 

Macey Tier is a low, mesa-form residual with summit 

levels from 600 to 800 feet high. From close behind 

Devonport it runs east of south through Sllias Hill and 

Bonneys Tier to the Badger Hills east of Sheffield. The 

escarpments are marked by talus and zones of deep 

deformational shear slides. 

Between Nelcey Tier and the Dial Lange there is a 

large tract dominated by the Lower Coastal Surface. This 

Is a youthfully dissected, mature, largely erosional sur-

face, rising from an elevation of 300 feet or slightly less 

near the coast to about 900 feet ten miles inland. This 

surface extends along the coast far beyond the limits of 
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the area under discussion. The surface is exuressed by 

laterization of velcanics, extremely deep weathering of 

charts and acid lavas, and, in places, as a blanket of 

siliceous gravels. The ago of this surface is probably .  

Pliocene. 

Cut into the seauard edge of the Lower Coastal Sur-

face is a marine platform up to one mile wide, exposed by 

Quaternary strand line movemert. The platform fringes the 

coast and extends inland as riverine plains. The scarp 

between the Lower Coastal Surface and the platform is 

mantled with talus Or by zones of mass movement. Into the 

Lauer Coastal Surface the rivers have cut meandrine 

shaped gorges which become progressively deeper upstream 

as the rivers are at or near grade. 

, The Narino Platform is a surface of marine erosion 

with a thin layer, up to twenty-give feet thick, of beach 

shingle, sand dunes, and coastal lagoon deposits. It is 

probably Pleistocene in age. 

Quaternary uplift has noved the strand line some 

miles north of its Pleistocene location, exposing the 

deltas, and entrenching the rivers into their fluvio-

glacial gravel trains and into the Marine Platforn. 

2002,2nmas 

The main townships and the principal highways are 

situated n the 4ariae Platform. From the coastal strip, 
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secondary highways and townships extend inland along the 

Anterfluves, in a ladder pattern. This pattern.is  

determined by the geology of the region. An early Tertiary 

youthful topography was blanketed with basalt, forming an 

extensive lava plain. The modern topography was super-

imposed discordantly, so that Tertiary and modern valleys 

rarely coincide. The modern interfluves are, therefore, 

frequently the site of Tertiary valleys and are occupied 

by basalt, the valleys being cut in older rocks. The 

basalt forms the bulk of the arable soil, so that 

agricultural development Is largely confined to the modern 

interfluves. Along the interfluves run the major highways 

to the interior, through agricultural country and numbers 

of small townships. 

The area is well served by good highways, except the 

Dial Range itself where the only access is by foot. The 

developed country, in Tertiary basalt, is land cleared of 

timber but the Palaeozoic and Precambrian rocks are waste 

land carrying a secondary eucalyptus forest with a thick, 

scrubby understory of shrubs and bracken or In many places 

blackberry vines. The vegetation makes progress difficult 

in some areas, and conceals small outcrops. 

24010-212Aglati2D1 

The distribution of outcrop is directly related to 

the physiography. There are excellent exposures in a 
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narrow strip between lou and high tide marks on the 

emergent marine terrace, but elsewhere the Platform and 

the floors of the river valleys are completely concealed 

by unconsolidated Quaternary deposits. 

The bedrock of the Lower Coastal Gurface is very deep-

ly weathered, as much as ninety feet in some places, and 

is covered in many places with a veneer of gravel. In the 

Cambrian rocks particularly, the bedrock is inaccessible 

and has to be identified from its weathering products. 

This is true of highly siliceous rocks, such as charts and 

lavas, in some areas. 

The escarpments between the Earine Platform and the 
Lower Coastal Surface, and around the residuals, are 

mantled with talus. Exposures are confined to discontin-

uous free faces on the higher parts of the escarpments. 

Overall, the amount of rock exposed forms less than 

one percent of the total area. 

TqlMaalleagml=at: 
The Palaeozoic rocks in the Dial Range Trough 

(defined subsequently) lie in a small part of the Tasmanian 

Dundas Trough (Banks, 1952) which is itself a small part 

of the Tasman Geosyncline (Schuchert, 1916). 

• 	 The Tasman Geosyncline extends along the eastern sea- 

board of the Australian continent from Queensland to 
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synchronous with deposition have been termed the Tyentan 

Orogeny. The episode of this Orogeny that closed sedi-

mentation is called the Jukesian Vovement. 

The Ordovician rocks (the Junee Group) are conglomerates 

and limestones deposited in an amplified depositional area 

called the Gordon Liogeosyncline. The Benambran Orogeny is 

represented by the change from limestones to sandstones at 

the beginning of the Silurian. 

The Silurian and Lower Devonian are represented by the 

Eldon and Lathinna Groups deposited in the Eldon 

Ezogeosyncline between a craton in the west and a geanti-

cline in. the east. 

Geosynclinal deposition was halted after the Lower 

Levonian by the Tabberabboran Orogeny Which caused strong 

and widespread deformation accompanied by intrusions of 

granite. 

Following the Tabberabberan, Tasmanta was welded to 

the Australian Craton, the site of geosynclinal deposition 

Shifting further east. No post-Devonian folding episodes 

have been recognised in Tasmania. The Permian marine 

glacials were deposited on a continental shelf. The 

continental sandstones of the Triassic System bear witness 

only to opeirogenic movements in the Jurassic and early 

Tertiary. 
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complex bundle of faults Which aro, in a large measure, 

Louer Palaeozoic structures re-activated in the early 

Tertiary. The overall structure is a set of horsts and 

graben, trending north-north-west, which are stepped down 

townrds Dass Strait by faults trending west-north-west. 

The average dip of the sediments in this structure is 

about 350 feet per mile towards Lass Strait. 

The seaward slope of the Pliocene(?) Lower Coastal 

Surface is of the order of sixty feet per mile. If the 

slope is duo to tilting, tilting was probably uniform 

across the whole region. 

The Quaternary tectonic activity in this region has 

had as far as can be determined, no more effect than to 

impose a regional dip seawards of perhaps 400 feet per 

mile. 

It may be noted in this connection that sedimentary 

studies establish that the Ordovician conglomerates of the 

Dial Range were deposited in a topographic depression 

Which sloped south, but that the base of the conglomerate 

at present dips north at very near 400 feet per mile. 

I.D. Jennings (pers. corm.) has suggested that this 

reflects Tabberabboran deformation, but it is not impossible 

that the feature is a result of Mesozoic and Cainozoic 

activity. 



TABLE 1  
eoloUcal Hisjorr of Northern Tasmania 

if 5 

Eocene 

Cretaceous 
Jurassic 

Triassic 

Permian 

Lower Devonian 
to Silurian 
Ordovician 

Sand dunes formed. Earlier deposits terrac-
ed due to variations in relative sea-level. 
Internal deltas formed. Rivers aggraded by 
fluvioglacial boulder trains from Central 
Highlands. 
Alluvial fans and talus mantle residual 
hills. Lower Coastal Surface formed. 
Laterization. Thin basalt flows in some 
areas. 
Limestones deposited in a marginal marine 
transgression. 
Estuarine and lacustrine deposits fill 
erosional valleys to a maximum depth of 
1000 feet. Preceded by valley-filling 
basalts, some from central volcanoes. 
Erosion which reverses epeirogenic relief 
in places. Epeirogeny forming the Mersey 
Graben. 
Erosion. 	 1 
Epeirogeny with intrusion of dolerite sills 
and dykes. 
Continental sandstones deposited, about 1500 
feet thick. 
Bpi-glacial marine beds and coal measures 
deposited on a subsiding shelf of consider-
able initial relief. Initial relief at 
least 2000 feet, maximum thickness of 
sediments about 1500 feet. 
Erosion. 
Continental deposits in Victoria, spelean 
beds in Tasmania. 
Tabberabberan Orogeny with intrusion of 
quartz dolerite and granite. Strong fold-
ing and faulting in two principal movements 
- the Loonganan (second) and Eugenanan 
(first). 
Maximum 5000 feet of exogeosynclinal Eldon 
Group. 
Maximum 3000 feet of Junee Group. Mio-
geosynclinal limestones succeed terrestrial 
fanglomerates. 

quaternary 

Pleistocene 

Pliocene 

Miocene 

Oligocene 

Carboniferous 
Upper Devonian 

Middle Devonian 
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Caubrian 	Kaximum 5000 foot of Dundas Group 
deposited in a linear trough (the Dial 
Range Trough). Sedinents are eugeo-
synclinal and contain a high proportion 
of volcanics of the spilite suite. ite 
Tycnnan Orocony accoEEmnied depositio1 9  
with two rrincipal movements - the 
JuLtesian rovocent in addle Upper 
Caubrian and tho Eardstaff Vollemert in 
ricao addle Cauhrian tize. 

Lower Cabrian Erosion. 
Procambrian 	Intrusion of Cooee Dolorite (700 aillion 

years D.P.) 
Penguin Orogeny two periods of folding. 
Roew Cape Grow) dei;ositod froD 
turbidity currents. 
Regional noteLorphisu of tho FronchEan 
Or000ny(?) 
Forth and Ulrorstone NotaEorphics. 

4-6 
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CHAPTER  
amtAcutanhz_oftlifLEtesamjaiaLsiatam 

Int;oduction 

Spry (1962, pp.107, 121.124) divides the Precambrian 

rocks of Tasmania into two divisions, an "older division" 

and a "younger division". The classification is based on 

differences in metamorphic grade, texture, and tectonic 

style. 

The "older division" contains rocks varying from the 

chlorite to the garnet grade of regional metamorphism. 

Two periods of metamorphism to garnet grade have been 

recognised by Spry and by Gee (1963) which render the 

assignation of an overall metamorphic grade of doubtful 

value. Only one period of low grade dynamic metamorphism 

has been recorded from the "younger" division. 

The "older" division contains grains of quartz and 

mica which are strongly oriented optically and dimension. 

ally. Mesoseopically, there are a number of penetrative 

foliations and associated linear structures, with mullions 

in quartzite and rodding in schists being characteristic 

forms. The "younger" division has elastic textures and 

non-penetrative foliations in the quartzites although the 

mudstones.are of variable textures and styles. 

The "older" division has been divided into "groups" 

on the basis of lithology and grade of metamorphism. The 



"younger" division has been divided into formations and 

croups on the evidence of litholoor and apparent 

disconfornities within the succession. 

The term "Frenchman Eetamorphie Period" was intro. 

duced by Spry (1957b, pA106) for the Precambrian 

disturbance which produced the definitive characters of 

the "alder" division. In Spry (1962, p.124) the term 

"Frenchman Orogeny" was introduced for this "metamorphic 

event" (1962, pe122). 

In the Dial Range area the Precambrian is divided by 

this work into three assemblages, the Rocky Cape Group, 

the Ulverstone retamorphics, and the Forth Metacorphics. 
The Rocky Cape Group is assigned to an Upper Division of 

the Precambrian, the Forth and Ulverstone Ebtamerphics are 

assigned to a Lower Division. The Upper and Lower 

Divisions correspond to Spry's "younger" and "older" 

divisions in character. The terns "Upper" and "Lotter" are 

preferred because it avoids an un-proven implication of 

relative aces and because it is descriptively accurate, 

the Upper Division everywhere overlying the Lower. The 

boundary between the Divisions is a large thrust which is 

termed the "Singleton Thrust" as it is well-exposed in the 

country north of Singleton's Point, about two miles west 

of Ulverstene. 

The rocks above the Singleton Thrust, the Roctry Cape 



Group, consist of low grade or unmetamorphosod quartzites 

and mudstones with lithological boundaries nearly always 

being "normal" bedding surfaces, that is, surfaces of 

stratigraphic significance. The underlying Metamorphics 

have lithological boundaries which are nearly always 

tectonically controlled by a transposition foliation. This 

change in the significance of lithological boundaries at 

the Singleton Thrust is the definitive characteristic of 

the Thrust in this area. 

The Forth Metamorphics and the Rocky Cape Group are, 

within themselves, lithologically and structurally fairly 

homogeneous. The Ulvorstone Matamorphics have metamorphic 

characters akin to those of the Forth Metamorphics, contain 

lithologies resembling generally those of the Forth 

Notamorphics but which include conglomerates as are found 

In the Rocky Cape Group, and structurally may be regarded 

as an inhonogeneous belt between the assemblages on either 

side. Because of limitations of exposure it has been 

difficult to determine a structural boundary between the 

Forth and Ulverstone Netamorphics, so the boundary between 

these two assemblages has been constructed, following the 

usual Tasmanian practice, on the basis of lithology and 

metamorphic grade. 

Current Tasmanian practice has been abandoned in the 
use of "Metamorphics" instead of "Group". Group is a 



ranking tern within the hierarchy of the Australian Code 

of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (Committee Report, 1959) 

which is based on the American Code and is an application 

of the Law of Superposition. In particular, "Group" implies 

the rock units consists of formations, that is, sedimentary 

units, not metamorphic, igneous or structural units, and Is 

specifically defined (Comnittee Report, 1959, p.65) as an 

"entity of lithogenetic significance". The Forth and 

Ulverstone Vetamerphics are not such entities. A traverse 

in any place yields as succession of lithologies which has 

no relation to the order of deposition. Lithological units 

are controlled by structural, not depositional, surfaces. 

Some lithologies, essential parts of the assemblages, were 

formed from intrusions or by metamorphic differentiation. 

The assemblages are defined by non,stratigraphic criteria 

and are not stratigraphic but structural units. The Code 

itself (z'.63)  recognises that the terms of the stratigraphic 

hierarchy are not satisfactorily applied to all rock 

associations, and suggests "Netamorphics" or "Complex" as 

alternative terms. The term "Netamorphics" is adopted hero 

as emphasising the distinguishing Characteristic of these 

assemblages. 

In summary, the sub-division of the Precambrian of the 

Dial Range area may be tabulated as below. There is no 

weight of evidence either for, or against, the possibility 



that the Singleton Thrust is a thrusted =conformity. 

Zusaulattan 

Upper Division,: Rocky Cape Group 
...Singleton Thrust-. 

Louer Division: Ulvorstone rletarorphics (chlorite grade) 
Forth kotaEorphics (garnet grade). 

The Forth Votamorphics are defined as the quartzites, 

schists and amphibolites uhich outcrop in the valley of the 

Forth Divor betueen the tounship of Forth, near 42258 

9280U, and an outcropping reef of Ordovician congloEerate 

about four milos to the south, near 42308 920511. 

Rocks of the Vetauorphics extend from the Don River in 

the east, across the Forth and Clayton Rivers to Buttons 

Crook in the uest. Frau Porcupine Z111 in the south the 

outcrop extends northuard to be lost under Cainozoic 

deposits near Bass Strait. 

On Porcupine Rill near 4242B 92050, the quartzose 

elastics of the Ordovician Dial Subgroup overlie quartzites 

of the LetaEorphics uith a pronounced unconformity. 

The Votamorphics adjoins rocks of the Ulvorstone 

Vetamorphics at Buttons Creek, north of Abbot sham. The 

tun assoublagos are there structurally concordant, in that 

the doatinant foliations are parallel and probably forEed 

in the sago period of deformation. The boundary is an 

arbitrary one, chosen as the first appearanco of garnet in 
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the schists of the Forth association. This coincides 

approximately with the last occurrence of conglomerate in 

the Ulverstone association. 

The Forth Iletanorphies have lithological alternations 

on three scales - half a mile, 200 feet, and from about 

one to twelve inches. The larger scales are probably 

tectonic repetitions, the smallest is sometimes tectonic, 

sometimes a metamorphic banding, and often a pre-tectonic 

surface which is probably bedding. The result of the 

alternations is a marked lithological "striping" with sharp 

cut-offs, of a type recently described by McIntyre (1951); 

Scotford (1956); Prucha (1956); Ramsay (195e); and Sutton 
and Watson (1958) in the Poundridge area of New York, and 

near Glenelg in Scotland. The origin of the striping is 

considered below in discussion on the structure of these 

rocks. For present purposes, it is stated that the layer-

ing has no stratigraphic significance, the lithological 

units being mechanically emplaced to form a purely tectonic 

'succession'. 

The quartzites consist of coarse recrystallised quartz 

as undulose grains with interstitial muscovite. Some 

examples have a mosaic texture with patches of small clear 

grains. Depending mainly on the proportion of mica, the 

field appearance varies from foliated "quartz sehists" or 

micaceous quartzites, through layered flaggy quartzites 



with micas concentrated in layers, to coarse saccharoidal 

types free of mica. Near Forth, a dense vitreous quart. 

zit* mined or metallurgical flux contains over 99.9 

percent silica. Coarse, spotted quartzites on Porcupine 

Hill have dots of limonite representing weathered garnet. 

The schists are coarse, red or brown, foliated or 

pencilled rocks, with porphyroblasts of almandine and 

sometimes a/bite, quarts as strings of email grains, and 

sphene and iron ore as accessories. Rutile deposits mined 

at the Clayton 'liver, recycled from Tertiary deposits, 

were probably derived by concentration from the sehists. 

Graphitic schists have been recorded, but the only outcrop 

located is a pencilled variety carrying five percent 

carbon, near Paloona, which is assigned to the Ulverstone 

Assemblage. 

!Amphibolites are of two kinds. One is a dark green, 

granoblastic rook with green hornblende, disjunctively 

folded quarts veins, porphyroblasts of garnet segregated 

into bands, and zoisite as grains and orientated prisms. 

Mineral segregation Is sometimes striking, resulting in the 

rocks being called "hornblende gneiss" by Twelvetrees 

(1905, opposite p.6). The second kind is a greenschist, 

with chlorite, actinolite, and some trenolite, as layers 

interbanded with mica schist in the 'schist belts". This 

is sometimes serpentinous (Spry, pers. eomm.) or has thin 



layers rich in albite. 

Dedies of serpentine within the Forth Assemblage 

zometines halm a mak foliation uith dimensional 

orientation of pyrolone at their boundary. The sorpo tine 

at the Clayton River contains large aligned zeneliths of 

a4phibolite. This body gives evidence of dilational 

omplacezent. As shown on the Dovonport geological map, 

with removal of the serpentine mass the belts of quartzite 

on each side can be mated to form a single belt comparable 

.in size and forn with others in the Petamorphics. Although 

concOaled, the boundary must crosscut the foliation in 

Places. On this evidence, the serpentine is regarded as 

post-netamorphie and is correlated uith the Cambrian 

serpentines Of other parts of Tasmania. 

ArPlyses by Ca.. Penman of some rocks gran the Forth 

Ebtauorphics collected by A. Spry are tabled. below. 

ors 1 and 2 are the granular amphibolite, the latter a 

garnet.-rich layer. limber 3 is a chlorite trecolite green. 

schist. !lumber is an averago of three analyses of Cooeo 

Dolorite, an intrusive into the Eocky Cape Group. The 

first to indicate (Spry, 1962 p.255) a magma of olivine-

basalt type, the third has ultrabasic affinities. 
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The Ulverstone Netamorphics are defined as the quart. 

zites, schists and conglomerates which outcrop on Picnic 

Point at Ulverstone between 41455E 9325N and 4.148E 9327N. 

The name is a re-definition of the "Ulverstone Schist 

Series" of David (1932). 

Hero included within the Vetamorphics is the Goat 
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Island Conglomerate, defined as the associated conglomerate 

and schist outcropping at Goat Island at 41265E 9337N on 

the Island itself. Also included is the Spalford 

Conglomerate, defined as that Conglomerate exposed on the 

bank of Buttons Creek at Spalferd, between the Creek'and 

the Castra Hain Road at 41635S 92165N. These two belts of 

conglomerate may be equivalent to that exposed at Picnic 

Point. The name Goat Island Conglomerate is introdueed 

following David. 

Rocks of this assemblage extend from Goat Island, 2200 

yards west of Picnic Point, south-east as far as Spalford, 

and probably as far as Paloona. Precambrian rocks south of 

Latrobe have many similarities in tectonic style and meta-

morphic grade. 

The boundary against the Forth Metamrphics has been 

discussed. In the west, the Ulvorstone Hetanorphics under-

lie Rocky Cape Group south and west of Spalford, west of 

Gawler on the Gawler River (near 413E 917511), near 

Singletons Point on the Leven River and at Goat Island. 

At Picnic Point, the outcrop Is about 200 yards wide. 

The eastern half has alternating layers of quartzite and 

schist varying from five to 100 feet wide. The quartzites 

are white, flaggy, layered rocks. Closures are numerous 

enough to indicate the layers are almost invariably the 

cores of isoclinal folds. Muscovite-chlorite schist 
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between the quartzites contains thin quartz layers about 

half an inch thick, tectonically disrupted into lenticular 

inclusions.' Further east, the thick layers are themselves 

boudinaged, with large lenticular inclusions pinched out 

north and south by boudinago, and closing upwards or down. 

wards due to isoclinal folding. The western half of the 

outcrop is an isoclinally folded alternation of conglomerate 

and mica schist containing some layers of massive quartzite 

near the eastern edge. Because of the appearance of this 

outcrop with tectonically disrupted quartzite adjacent to 

conglomerate, there have been suggestions that the 

conglomerate is not a primary lithology but a "pseudo-

conglomerate" generated tectonically from a primary layered 

succession. This appearance is heightened by transgression 

of lithologies across the dominant foliation, quartzite 

being succeeded by conglomerate along the strike of this 

foliation. It is possible that this apparent transition is 

due to progressive alteration in style of deformation of 

rocks of a single age, but is more likely to be a spurious 

effect due to difficulties in distinguishing boudinaged 

mullions or other tectonic inclusions of quartzite from 

boudinaged conglomerate when the two lithological types are 

isoclinally infolded. The conglomerate is here regarded as 

an original conglomerate, albeit a highly deformed one. 

About l miles vest of Picnic Point the Goat Island 
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conglomerate bolt consists of repetitive layers of 

conglomorate, mica schist, quartzose schist, and some 

quartzite. The lithological repetition is duo to isoclinal 

folding with concomitant development of a strong trans-

position foliation. Within the conglomerate the schist 

occurs as contorted lenses with boundaries controlled by 

the foliation although some thick layers preserve romnants 

of an earlier 3-surface. 

The conglomerate consists of ellipsoidal quartzite 

pebbles, varying from half an inch to over three feet dia-

meter, although the great bulk of the pebbles have dia-

meters ranging from six to twelve inches. The matrix is 

mica schist. .Insofar as the tern has meaning in a rock so 

deformed, it has a continuous framework, the pebbles being 

in contact except for the thin skin of schist in which they 

are enurappod. The pebbles are almost entirely quartzite, 

except for some "pebbles" of quartz schist which may be 

tectonic inclusions. 

A high proportion of the pebbles, at least thirty per-

cant, have very similar shapes, being ellipsoids with axial 

ratios close to 4:2sl; with a narked uniformity in orienta-

tion of the long axes. The shapes and orientation of 200 

pebbles have been measured, and being of purely tectonic 

significance, will be considered with other aspects of the 
deformation of the rock. 
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The Goat Island conglomerate is overlain directly by 

Rocky Cape Group. The boundary, the Singleton Thrust, is 

doubly 'folded but is probably a thrust or slide. 

West of Gaulera strike ridge of quartzite occupies 

the core of a Palaeozoic fold. The quartzite is in layers 
fran one to three feet thick with thin layers of mica schist. 

Uithin the layers, isoclinal folding of an older S-surface 

can be observed ulth developrent of a  ions and a strong 
lineation at the intersection of surfaces. The quartzite 

is adjoined on the southern side by chlorite-muscovite 

sdhists containing In one place a band of deformed con-

glomerate (or perhaps tectonic inclusions) of quartzite. 

FUrther south this is succeeded by Rocky Cape Group, the 

bedding in the Group being conformable with the dominant 

foliation in the schist at the contact. 

At Spalford, the easternmost belt is a massive, 

malioned quartzite containing, in tuo places, a few 

scattered quartzite pebbles. Those may be original pebbles 

within the quartzite, but it is not impossible they are 

pebbles from a neighbouring conglomerate tectonically em-

placed along shear zones in the quartzite. About 100 yards 

uest of the quartzite, , the schists contain the Spalford 

Conglomerate. This has pebbles of white, red, black, and 

banded quartzite ranging from tuo to tuelve inches in 

diameter. The pebbles are founded, sub-spherical, and in 
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ga section, slightly flattened in the plane of the 

foliation. The pebbles range greatly in size, they are 

Irregular in shape and display a number of lithologies. 

This rock is an original conglomerate contrasting with the 

Goat Island conglomerate in that the pebbles are less de-

formed; thay are flattened not markedly boudinagod. 

Nost of Spalford there is a wide belt of politic rocks. 

adding laminae are marked by quartz and duo rite-rich 

layers. Secondary foliation is marked by growth of sericite, 

and sometimes coarse muscovite in a "false cleavage". The 

outcrop is very poor, ulth an average of two outcrops per 

mile, but pebbles scattered over a wide area suggest the 

Spalford conglomerate may be quite oztonsive. The position 

of the boundary against the Rocky Cape Group is largely 

inferred. 

As has been discussed above, the walverstono 

Metamorphics" is a unit of convenience. While a useful ,  

association for studying Palaeozoic defamations, its status 

within the Precambrian is conjectural. There are throe 

alternative possibilities: 

1) The Ulverstono kletacorphics are low grade equiva-

lents of the Forth assemblage. The conglomerate lithology 

is a minor original difference. This view is favoured by 

4. 14 Spry (Poi's. 00m2s) from studios on a Tasmania-1.dd° 

basis of netaEorphie tontures and teNtural history, The 
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. occurroncdof 1n1ior f chlowito grado within the Forth 

Assoublage, as at AbbotShan whoro a fold corer oflow grado 

schist and quartzito Is enveloped by garnet grado schist, 

londs oace'support to this vim. 

2) The Ulvorstono . VotamorphiCs are notamOrphosed - 

• stratigraphic equivalonts of the Roclw Cape Group; The 

abrupt chango or grade at the boundary, the Singloton 

nirust, is possibly duo to toloscoping of motamorphiC facie 

an a large thrust. The occurrence of congloueratos in both 

associations londs weight to this hypothosis, particularly 

since congiomeratos uithin corrolatos of the Rocky Cape 

Gratip In other parts of the Stato bear strifting resooblances 

to the Goat Island and Spalford conglouoratos of the 

Ulverstono assomblage (Spry and Ford, 1957, p.2, plate 1 

r0.3). 

rtrpothoses I) and 2) are not uuteuat ly ozclusive. 

3) The Ulvorstono Potamorphics form a nirod associa-

tion with inliors of Forth Assorblago within uotaaorphosed 

Booty Cape Group. On this basis, tho Forth assemblage and 

Poclw Cape Group aro to ttructurally homogemous units, 

with the Ulvorstono assemblage' a coma= bolt botwoen thou. 

The problens of the Ulverstone Notamorphics arc con. 

pounded by liudtations of outcrop which prevent tracing or 

the various S-surfaces on the ground and the tuo supor-

Nosed Pelacomic deformations uhiCh cannot always be 
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precisely defined. As the S-surface cannot be identified 

by walking their outcrop it has been necessary to attempt 

to identify them by comparison of the tectonic successions 

in several places. This method has limitations macro-

scopically as in places the latest Precambrian deformation 

has completely obliterated traces of earlier movements. 

In these zones the earlier deformations are to be found 

only as relics in the grain fabric or texture. A limited 

amount of work on these aspects has been done, and with 

information on the regional distribution of fabrics kindly 

made available by Mr, A.R.Spry, a fairly coherent picture 

can be constructed. 

Mach detailed structural analysis will be required 

before the primary stratigraphic relationships of the 

Ulverstone Metamorphics can be established. The present 

work provides no substantial weight of evidence to either 

prove or disprove any of the three hypotheses listed above. 

Aockv Cape Grout 

The Rocky Cape quartzites were first distinguished OV 
Twelvetrees (1903, 1906). Purple slates near Penguin were 

thought by Hughes (1953) to be Cambrian. Spry (1957a) re-

examined these rocks and defined the Rocky Cape Group as 

these sediments which outcrop on the North-West Coast be-

tween Penguin and Smithton. The Group was thought to over-

lie mica schist in one locality, and to be unconformably 
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overlain by Dundas Group at Penguin. 

In the Dial Range area, correlates of the Rocky Cape 

Group form the bzscEent on the uestern side of the Range 

dome they aro overlain by Ordovician congloaltrato. 

On the eaetern side, equivalent rocks form a narrow 

zone between tho Cambrian of the Dial Range and the 

Ulverstone retamorphics of the eastern /1a*. 

The base of the Rocky Cape Group is =posed at Goat 

Island in road cuttings north of Singletons Point, and in 

the Gauler River near West Gayler. Tho base of the Group 

is a thrust at Goat Island and at Singletons Point. The 

boundary at West Gauler truncates the structure in under-

lying rocks and may also be a thrust. It is possible that 

the thrust is localised along an original unconfornity. 

Tbe Boey Cape Group underlies Cambrian rocks of the 

-Dundas Group at the Iron Cliffs, near Penguin. A fifteen 

degree =conformity was recorded by Burns (1961b). Another 

contact has been found on the foreshore at Penguin. 

Oho- =conformity at the top of tho Rocky Cape Group 

wao inferred by Spry (1962, pp.124-126) on the basis of 

regional stratigraPhY and he called the causative oregony 

the Penguin Veva:ant. The present work confirms this hypo-

thesis, but it has bean found that the unconforrity at 

Penguin is of rather a different time range from that 

envisaged by Spry. The tin span of the unconforaity at 



Penguin embraces the Penguin VOvement and nudh of the 

Tyennan Orogeny•(Canbrian) as well. 

The Rocky Cape Group in the 0131 Range area consists 

of alternations Of sandstones and mudstones. In places . , 

the quartzite occurs as units between five and twenty feet 

thick with intervening mudstones up to 100 feet thick. In 

other places, quartzite and mudstone arc interbedded in 

layers from three to twelve inches thick. Although outcrop 

is poor south of Viest Gawlet, and in Penguin Creek south of 

Penguin, there appear to be belts .up to 1000 feet wide 

Which are almost entirely mudstono. In general it is a 

monotonous, repetitive succession Which cannot be readily 

subdivided in this area. Zhe rocks probably belong to the 

Burnie Quartzite and Slate Formation of Spry (1957a). 

The thickness is unknown. This formation outcrops 

virtually without interruption from hear Uynyard to Sulphur ' 

Crook and Penguin, across the principal strike on the 

western side of the Dial Range for fifteen miles. Except 

for areas near Uynyard, where Palaeozoic folds are strongly .  

developed, much of the fiftoen,mile width has vertical or 

overturned bedding. R.D. Gee is completing work in an area 

west of Sulphur Creek Whore bedding is overturned and of 

uniform facing except for minor reversals for a strike width 

of two miles. However, the Procanbrian structures arc such 

that it is unnecessary to postulate enorEaus thicknesses. 
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Uo succession thicker than about 200 feet can be proven 

to enist. 

The sandstones are light cream or brown in colour, 

usually in beds from twelve inches to four feet thick v  

although sometimes thinbedded. Subangular, subspberical 

quartz forms rather more than half of the yellow sandstones, 

and about forty percent of the brown types. Bock fragments 

of sericite and chlorite fall in the same size range from 

0.1 to 0.5mm, and constitute from one quarter to one half 

of the rocks. Larger mudstono fragments have been observed 

A,N. Spry Ms described fragments up to eight Inches long. 

The matrix is sericite and clay, sometimes carbonaceous. 

Grading from medium to fine sand has been observed in beds 

four inches thick near Sulphur Crook. 

IZhe mudstones vary from yellow to dark grey or black 

uith carbon content and have abundant elastic mica on bedd-

ing planes. In several places they have been converted to 

phyllites by growth of sericite in the foliation. In many 

places the bedding in the mudstones is obliterated although 

the major lithological boundaries, mudstme against sand-

stone, are almost invariably bedding. 

Within the Rocky Cape Group occurs a suite of basic 

rocks named by Spry the Cooecto iolerite. They arc green, 

medium grained dolerites with a granular to aphanitic 

texture consisting originally of titanaugite, basic 



plagioclase end cone brovn hornblea_de. There is oadorato 

alteration to actinelito chlorite, albite v  and opidote. 

SOU3 liqr in o.93,1ca contgin o12vine 0 Gthero a quarts-

orthoclase residum. Opry (pews,c 	 considers they lac:- 

lot/mg to a petrographic province uhich Includes into P20- 

canW.cla doloritos of South Australia. Ohey eigfov froo 

tho basic lavas of tho Duadas Group in the proportion of 

alkalies. Tho dolorltes have tI for 	as 0111s lntrus_ 

inz bedding 0  and dytes along faults crosscutting bedding. 

Opry has established tho petrological identity of theso tuO 

tYPoso iT1O present uork uill decanstrate that the dyko 

forzs postdate tun poriod8 of . folding In these rocfts.. A 

radio-carbon dating oE the dolorito yields a ficure of 700 

uillion years (Sr 15520 p 0121A. The Ilaclz .V Cape Group 

is therefore Precambrian age 0  not louor Cambrian. 

DAtU2n.n,tP,UOIL.A.Fkjlrul.-PV;.77,LPLAPU 

The sandotonos of tho Voc4y Capo Grow aro fine to 

aedium quartzoso . rstab.grevacav sandstones, uith rare grey-

uackes 0  in the souse of Potion (1957). There lo a 

monotonous repetition of lithologios tin alternation of 

sandstone and oudstone through htladrods,. and probablq 

thoUsands 0  of feet. 

Tho bedding is strictly para11e1 0  that lo g  thore is 

no lensing or intertongulng. Uhereas a sincle bog camot 

be foliouod for E3VC) than about 500 foot o  the succesoloz 
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anfl liC;Tiolo‘-aes arc untl'orn 511  e.:::Fpnures ow.N.r a vido oxaa• 
(hrlded bcd4i2tg fran maim to rine sanZstone 12as been 
f'ound2x. roe bcdr.3. Ocvcrai tyncr, of bIttsn structuros 
hvo•bec2n folmil l ii17 flute enstso  frondescent 

n1 yndronono load casts, 
Silos° charactcrictics, ta!ten tocethor t  oLov the 1ocr47 
Omm was dot=itcfl Fino, btto:71.....•courinG density 

curz..entl. ¶1 litholoriica =CI cr.ccosnion have a COnOral 

Insc:12„anc) to the Oiluritsn t:atIgInna Group sham Iv 
Wilhicr (r)59) to be z turbiCite Eloocricc., 6 

~:110 bottom structures are found on ne coast Letveen 
CrceLi: and Dlythe Lleads )  alt:kough fluto casts . havo 

been reco3nised at Coat isiarrie In the forcer 
tte beds dip Generally vest at sixty' 	oichty decrees, 
eve tmioi 	th o7)otte ex...teams tio3iervosed, a1- 
tts_ouc,12 :In many 1ccs t/.2.ey avo obscured by fracture 
cle:myje. 

Zbe gluto casts are pnvallel rldees, up to tvo foot 
from one-lr1t? to two Inches viCe* They pitch sixty 

decroon suith :In the teddinz, with tho ottom end broader 
floollo,v, and €;onetir.es TAth armil parasitic lobes. 

.(=tie ne:1,1;torn entlo Mara and fade out, cin an asymetri- 
loncltudlnal profile* `I-he curface of tho casts ie 

f3D05t31:, q10 autos (new croirec.4 toGether en tho heds• 

OrnOca (3t,111-n3 shous n.ey are botton ntractrxec. 
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Pluto casts in quartzite of tho Reety Gape Group, Sulphur 

Creek. 

Scalos six 1nch00 long. 
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Plutecasts, after Crowell (1955) Elea (1950), 

gUenen (1957), Uood and Smith (1953) 1  and Uilliams (1959) 

have tWelve principal characters. 

1) They are linear structures foroinc elongate, 

parallel ridges - in plan. 

2) Flutes range 'from fine striations to Channels ono• 

and a war inches deep. They.  QYO up to eight inches wide 

and from one-aalf to tmlve inches lonc. 

3)Flute canto aro bulbous and deep one end, flared 

the other, that is ., they widen and fade out. 

1 ) The lontuanal profile is asp:metrical, the 

asymetgy defining the current vector. 

5) The flute head may flare rapidly or be cirque-

like with marillor flutings cut in it. 

6) gUenen found the lobes were often spirally twisted 

with no preferred sense of rotation although Need and 

Scith regard this as inconpatible with flaring at tho 

bulbous end. 

7) The l'oVE1 yay vary fro corkscrew types (lumen, 

fig. C) to types which develop downstream into flat-topped 

parallel rieces. 

3) The surface of the casts is usually smooth, but 

my sometimes be finely striated. 

9) Uilliales says that of several "types" (U1111= 

uses "type" with the sayr meaning that latenen uses "size") 
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ono t79to is unually confined to a particular bed 9  Lut 10 

not !)  tny bed containa no more than three types. 

20) 2he autos uay be uide apart on a surface, crowded 

.togotherlilzo scales oP in Lunches op mess. They do not 

bpand4 02 g0ED gullies, 

22) 'Abe .  casts twuncate triolazanae of the underlyAng. 

bed, 

22) Mo Angliling of tho mots is novor finer la gain - 

size than the overlying bed, Ultbin the caot it nay be 

laoinatedp and CO? at the steep end. 

The flute casts at aulphuw Cweelz have olgrat of these 

dlamotews o  thnt. Is, they awe Eopphologically identical 

ulth accepted flute casts. The pezninino, chaoacters (the 

intoenal stwacture and tguncation of tndorlying lamlnae) 

awe genetically and diagnostically n020 inportant 9  but 

cannot be estabilohed duo to oupooluposed tectonic structures. 

,rao ggpaio.tag2A ReqsAa  ocouw c uded together cA the 

bodding and overlapping to give a sautooth Evelio. The 

stem is aboutoo inch ulde 9  flawing to tuo inches at the 
021,00ntan 02  bate  ona, ho  icazth 10  =may ozoso  to  throe  

inches. A pattern of fine rldges and otriations Is parallel 

!i the tea v  divergiag in t4e l000. ao stria() cad short 

of the lobe..argin 9  vith alightly eloanded, toar-droY, 

toratuathms, 	 to of a group of lobato Ea2LW are 

appro:Azatoly v  blat not st2ictly 9  aligned. TheRe as no 



PlatEl  

Bottom structures in quartzite of the Rocky Cape Group 

(a)Syndromous load casts at Blythe Heads. 

Scale: three centimetres diameter. 

(b)Frondescent casts at Sulphur Creek. 

One.half natural size. 
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dotal would bo preserved unless "fossilised" 	diately 

aftor Oo..mation (cf. Mown, 1957, 

Lobato oar%ingo have been recocnised as.bottom 

structures by tjood and Scith (1950), Ztionen (1957, P.239), 

and on nag' (1959)0 2ho structures atSulpT , riu Creel: arc 

identified with the frondescent casts of2enli,'-laff  Ue 

found th= in the Piceno Plysdh to be flat..topped, greuped, 

with undercut lobes and the spreadim "foliage" directed 

downstream. They are intimately afisoolated with flutes 

and-ether erosioml casts. Ten Eaaf suggested they forEed 

by un2ercuttang of u cozpact layer an the oadstone. ho 

fine otriae coml, presucably, maker currents than those • 

responsible fox' the flute casts. 

The =Alma= X:412freaol..z appear a$ bottao structures 

on a graded be6 at 317the Heads. 2hey are fine, mundod, 

01,,nnnels reaching 2E:Q, deep, with flat-topped interfluves. 

Meg for dendritic patterns on the pod, convc4.0.23,c,,  to a 

pnrallol bundle of striae. Tho spreading branches of 

adjacent patterns aro socetimes separated by a region of 

ovate pits, 

The genera pattern res=bles the rill narks of 

shrock (191.>10 1  p.126), but are bottom, not top, structures. 

Zellino (1958) describes Chevron poctmarks associated with 

nudridge lonc.,ittldinftl ripples, forced by sandladen currents 

running over rind. nouever, those Emylss aad downstream in 
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ovate pits. 

Muenen (1957, plate 2A, fig. 22), deecribes dendritic 

bottom marks, as does Ten Ilea (1959, p.43). From the 

close morphological similarity, the .netre of Ten 1.1aaf is 

adopted for these structures. Their orlgin is obscure, 

Ten liaaf suggesting current drag. flo-teever, this invalidates 

the very reasonable criterion of lach (1950) that erosional 

marks do not branch and form gulleye. They are load casts 

in Nuenents usage, since the mudatone has been forced up 

into the sandstone in fine ridges. 

It is suggested thet these marks originate by piping. 

The sand, erhen deposited., is frequently in a metastable 

state. Pipine initiated from a large groove or some other 

ire'egularity would proceed by progressive failure upstream, 

a corzeon feel:Luxe of teetastable, sande. A tun4e1 would be 

formecl. beneath the recently deposited sandstone, into which 

the eradstone could be forced by later compaction. 

A feu meaeurements of current direction have been made. 

In one structlera.1.1y holeorseneous crea east of the headland 

at Sulphur Creek, the mode of eleven measIxrements in 

diffevelet 1.ocalities is a pitch of thirty degrees south in 

a mean tedelint 75I-1180' (figure 52). That-rindins the bedding 

about the loan/ fold axis (eeeend gene:eat:Ion) and restoring 

the fold plearkee to zero gives a vector directed towards an 

azinutie of 0:Ve. The Lineations ineluclo both flutes and 



stoms or lobate casts, uhleh aro not detect:ably divergent. 

Dendritic fans in-the nose of a second generation fold at 

Blythe Heads, .sintlarly unuound, give a. vector directed to 

an azimuth of 352.. towever, there it doubt that this 

cothod'of unwinding:is competent to give the' Privary - ourront 

directions.- Depending Upon assumptions of the potition of 

these areas in earlier and later structures, differont 

directions are obtained. Uovover, the variations, on any 

=atonable basin, amount to lest than fifteen degrees. 

The probability is o . theeforel  that the currents filmed 

towards the north, 
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CHAPTER 2  

ptratierarhv of the Cambrian SvOem 

Utroductiaq 

The Dundas Group, the type section of which Is locat-

ed on the Uest Coast of Tasmania, was defined by .  Z. 

Elliston in 1954. The type section is 10,575 feet thick 

consisting of greywackes with intercalated formations of 

volcanics. Scott (1954) and Bradley (1957) found an 

apparent areal segregation of lava types within the group 

and explain the distribution in terms of diagenetic and 

metasomatic processes which are supposed to have had a 

strong influence on the characters of the rocks as now 

found. Solomon (1960) produced a refined map of the dis-

tribution of lava types in the Queenstown area. He 

suggests the distribution is controlled by factors present 

during sedimentation such as a line of off-shore volcanoes. 

Campana and King (1962) consider the Dundas Group divisible 

into two main lithological assemblages . a volcanic 

assemblage in the centre of the trough and a flanking 

assemblage of bedded, fossiliforaus formations. The 

source of the volcanics is thought to be a basement fissure 

. the Won Rift Fault. The two assemblages are thought to 

be essentially coeval. On this basis, Elliston's type 

section is of the bedded greywacke magnafacies only. 

Banks (1956) discusses the Dundee Group on a Tasmania.. 
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wide basis, correlating the many fragmentary successions 
by palaeontological dating, Ile develops the concept of 
cyclic sedimentation, recognising nine "megacyclothems", 
a megacyclothem commencing with coarse sub.greywacke 
conglomerate, passing up through alternating greywacke 
Conglomerate and'arenite to alternating arenite and lutite 
or perhaps only lutite. This periodicity may be due to 
volcanic cycles or, as argued by Carey and Banks (1954), 
to periodic tectonic movement during the Tyennan Orogeny. 

In the Dial Range area sediments correlated with the 
Dundas Group occupy a meridional belt extending from east 

of Gums Plains northwards to Bass Strait. The belt is 
flanked by Precambrian rocks on the west at Penguin Creek, 
and by Precambrian rocks on the east at the Gawler River. 
The belt is hero termed the Dial flange Trough. The trough 
widens rapidly- near Gunns Plains to join the regional 
Dundas Trough of which it is a small off-shoot. 

The succession in the Dial Range Trough is shown in 
Table 3. The genera succession, greywacke (bottom), 
chart, spilite, greywacke (top) was known to Banks (1956, 

figure 2f) and Burns (1960a) and is based on palaeontologic-

al dating of fragmentary sequences. Regional mapping has 
now provided continuity within the Dial Range Trough and 

Table 3 confirms this general succession with a number of 
modifications. 
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The Dundas Group was deposited in an active tectonic 
environment. The form and character of the rock units 
strongly reflects movements accompanying deposition. 

Volcanic S within the Dundas Group present many 
difficulties because of extensive alteration. Felspars 
are altered to felted masses of secondary minerals and in 
many cases the megacrysts can only be seen as areas of 
common extinction behind a dense cloud of sericite. Perio. 
magneslans are usually considerably altered and often are 
completely pseudo-morphed by hornblende or chlorite. 

The name *tuff" is used here for rocks with more than 

twenty-five percent felspar and with from ten to twenty 
percent rock fragments which consist predominantly' of one 
lava type. The name "volcanics" is used for a unit con-
taining both tuffs and lavas. The terms are used 
descriptively and empirically to denote lithologies rich 
in igneous material. Genetically, many of the tuffs are 
probably water-borne material from volcanic sources but are 
lithologically a quite distinct class from the greywackes 
and sub-greywackes which contain only minor quantities of 
felspar and igneous rock fragments. The "tuffs" represent 
rapid incursions of volcanic material, almost to the 
exclusion of normal sediments, and the incursions probably 
represent periods of volcanic activity with many being 
pyroclastics or re-distributed pyroclastics. 
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• Scott (1954) classified the volcanies and suggested 
that some sodie, intermediate and acid rocks were produced 
metasomatically from a basic magma. Bradley (1955 1 .1957) 
.claimed that many of the "igneous" rocks were altered 

sediments. These contentions are considered to have 

arisen from the difficulty of distinguishing lava from 

vitric or Mille tuff in the hydrothermally-altored rocks 

of the 'Jest Coast. In recent years, however, it has been 

found possible to identify lavas and tuffs on the North-

uest Coast from igneous and elastic teIttures. Dykes and 

stocks of keratophyre are found at Penguin and intruding 

the Precambrian basement at ht Remus and for those rocks 
the hypothesis of post-emplacement, metasonatic derivation 
from sediments or basic lavas is untenable. The intense 
alteration of many of these rocks is probably a late 
magmatic or deuteric phenomenon with some soda enrichment 
having occurred in those rocks which have fresh albite 
grown amongst other relspars Which are heavily altered. 

Spry (1962) collected about fifty analyses of Cambrian 

lavas and on the basis of these divides the volcanici into 
a potassic (rare) and sodic (common) series. The sodic 
series, or spilite suite, is divided into spilite„ 
keratophyre, and quartz keratophyre. In the Dial Range 
area, the Lobster Creek Volcanics are keratophyric with 
some quartz keratophyre and are probably largely 



pyroclastics. The Zerrison Creek and Applebeo Creek 

Volcanics aro keratophyre lava and tuff, the Wilsonia Creek 

Valcanics are rbyolite lava and tuff and the rotton Spilito 

is a forration of spilite lava and tuff with some pyroxene 

basalt. There are late Cambrian intrusives described as 

albite trachyto and albite mierosyenite. 

ABLE 1 

Dund sJrow 	in the Dial Range  
Thickness 

or range of thic4ness 

jukesian Unconformity 
Radfords Creek Subgroup: 

Beecraft Vegabreccia and correlates..less than 500 
rudstones, sandstones and 

conglomerates... ....probably much more than 200 
Applebee Creek VOlcanics  200 
Mudstones, sandstones and 

conglomerates 	ranging from 400 to 550 
Disconformity 
rotton Spilite OOOOOOO 11(30••• OM feet to more than 1500 
Barrington Chert 	250 feet to more than 2800 

feet 

feet 
feet 

feet 

feet 
feet 

Vudstones and sandstones.... 	 
Korrison Creek Volcanics 	 
Vudstones, sandstones, elaystones 

and conglomerates 	more than 1000 feet 
Isandula Conglomerate 	more than 600 feet 

Disconformity 
Lobster Creek Volcanics 	more  than 1000 feet 

Total thickness from 5870 feet to more than 10420 feet 

itakED2X-gratMarialirmil 
The Lobster Creek VOlcanics are defined as those cassive„ 

Intermediate to acid volcanics outcropping on the mist bank 

Rardstaff Unconformity 
Cateena Point Subgroup: 

MUdstones, sandstones and 
conglomerates. ........ 	about 1050 feet 

Uilsonia Creek Volcanics.....ranging from 0 to 350 feet 
about 550 feet 

120 feet 
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of the Leven River between Lobster Creek, near 4080E 

9320N, and Stanton Creek, at 40543 927811. 

The formation outcrops in a belt four miles long from 

near Mt Montgomery to as far south as the north end of Mt 

Lorymer. VOlcanics in the core of the Wilmot Anticline, 

eight miles further southi.east (References Sheffield Map 

Sheet of Jennings et al, 1959, near 4170E 912011) are 

probably equivalent. 

The rocks underlying the volcanics are not exposed. 

The overlying unit is the Cateena Point Subgroup, but this 

is, in places, missing, and the volcanics are succeeded 

directly by chert. 

The Volcanics consists of massive, unstratified, 

medium-grained rocks of igneous derivation, with megacrysts 

of felspar and Chlorite, reaching a thickness close to 1000 

feet in the type area. 

At the mouth of Lobster Creek, a porphyritic variety 

consists (Hughes, 1953) almost entirely of sericitised, 

zoned, plagioclase in a groundmass of fine-grained, largely 

euhedral, quartz and felspar. The quartz has square out-

lines and rhombohodral tvio• sg.indicating beta quartz. 

There are scattered clumps of chlorite and partially pseudo-

morphed hornblende. Disseminated cubes of pyrite appear as 

an accessory. 

In the Leven River, half a mile south of Allison's 
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Road, felspar appears as large, sericitised megacrysts 

and as smaller, clear, twinned laths of albite. Muscovite 

appears in clumps and large masses. limonite occurs as 

rectangular, skeletal grains extensively altered to 

leucoxene (Hughes, 1953; analysis number 1, table 4). 

On the Leven River, 400 yards south of the mouth of 

Dial Creek, a white, porphyritic lava outcrops. It has 

megacrysts of zoned oligoclase and chloritised hornblende 

in a fine-grained groundmass of felspar and beta quartz 

(Hughes, 1953). 

Rocks from this formation were described by Twelvetrees 

(1903, 1906) as granites and aplites, and were considered 

to be Devonian intrusives related to the Housetop Granite. 

Hughes (1953) recorded porOhyrite and microgranite, but 

found the available evidence of emplacement insufficient 

to support an intrusive origin. Burns (1961a) found that 

a belt of similar rock fifteen miles southeast of the Dial 

Range was dominantly elastics, but the genetic criteria he 

used are absent at Lobster Creek. Both Campana at al 

(1958) and Solomon (1960) considered belts of massive 

volcanics on the West Coast to be largely deposited as 

effusives or fragmental rocks. The criteria discussed by 

Hughes and Twelvetrees are not considered significant - 

bands of leucocratic porphyry traversing rocks of granular 

texture are considered to be flows, not dykes, and the 
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sporadic metamorphism near the margins of the formation 

is a Devonian hydrothermal effect not a contact meta-

morphism dating from the Cambrian as the alteration is 

controlled in places by Devonian cleavage. 

If the Lobster Creek Volcanics are intrusive, the 

intrusion was accomplished before the deposition of the 

'upper part of the Cateena Subgroup, that is, prior to the 

Upper Middle Cambrian. The mud stones are highly felspathic 

in the vicinity of the volcanics particularly on the eastern 

side and contain debris thought to be derived from the 

voicanics. The top of the volcanics is truncated by the 

Barrington Chert without any evidence of an intrusive margin. 

The early date required for the emplacement makes the manner 

of emplacement, for present purposes, largely immaterial. 

However, the volcanics are thought to be mainly pyroclastics 

with some lavas as the correlates in the Wilmot Anticline 

are fragmental rocks with fragments of lavas and mudstone 

in a matrix containing broken crystals of felspar (Burns, 

1957a). Solomon's concept of a submarine volcanic pile 

agrees with the data available. 

gatinna-Ba------ranUltSub  
Xntroduction:  The Cateena Point Subgroup is defined as 

that group of rocks, predominantly mudstone, which overlies 

the Precambrian rocks with an inferred unconformity and the 

Lobster Creek Volcanics with an inferred disconformity and 
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is overlain unconformsbly by the Barrington Chert, in the 
Dial Range area: 

The succession within the Subgroup is: 
yorration 

Vudstone. 	** . 000 	** ...about 500 feet 
Uilsonia Creek VOlcanics.... 	from 0 to 350 feet 
Pudstone 	 about 1100 feet 
Kerrison Creek Volcanics 	  120 feet 
Madstone 	 ...more than 1000 feet 
Isandula Road Conglomerate. ***** .more than 600 feet. 
T4e Isandul4 goad Conglomerate is defined as the purple, 

mudstone-conglomerate outcropping in the Gawler River near 
4132E 921511. The conglomerate is at least 600 feet thick, 
consisting of about eighty percent angular pebbles of purple 
mudstone averaging one half-inch diameter in a felspathic 
sandstone matrix. 

caw eastern margin of the conglomerate outcrop adjoins 
Precambrian rocks of the Rocky Cape Group and although the 
boundary is now near vertical, it is probably an unconformity. 

The conglomerate forms a wedge at the base of the 
Cateena Subgroup, being overlapped to the north by overlying 
mudstones. Some of the thickness may be lost by inter-
fingering uith the mudstones. At Paloona Bridge five miles 
further east along the margin of the Lyndas Trough, the 
conglomerate is Missing at the base of the succession so it 
may have a restricted distribution. 

InzsamiljAdasuas Overlying the Isandula Conglomerate 
near 4127E 9225g, alone the Isandula Road, is at least 1000 
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of quarts and possibly opall  average 0.05mm diameter. 
• 

1=1.22: 47.25 inches of soft, black, friable, fine silt. 
stone, with white laminae averaging litm thick averaging 
2m ceparation. This unit wedges out against greywacke 
conglomerate. 

Unit_: 13 inches as unit 21, with pronounced intra ,  
strata contortions. 

Unit 1: 17 inches of tough, black, coherent, very fine. 
grained, siliceous mudstone, with subdued laminae averaging 
linn thick. 

In section (9780) the rock has (K.L.B.) laminae 
0.05mm thick marked by thin layers of opal and chalcedonY. 
Opal forms 50 percent of the rock, as equant grains of 
0.1mm diameter. Chalcedony forms 10 percent of the rock: 
as length-slow fibres arranged radially and concentrically. 
Occasional grains of Chlorite and quartz average Oilmm 
diameter. 40 percent of the rock is an irresolvable ground-
mass of fine claY, of which one quarter part occurs as 
opaque masses about 0.02mm diameter. The chalcedony is the 
skeletal material of fossils, radial spherulites from 0.05 
to 0.2nmi diameter, or star-shaped sponge spicules from 
0.05 to 0.1mm diameter. 

nit $ 5.75 inches as unit 21, with mud pellet bands and 
bands of black silt stone averaging 3mm thick. 
2111414 2.75 inches as unit 20, with a mud pellet band 
7mm, thick at the base. 

5.50 inches of coarse, laminated sandstone. Pellets 
of yel aW mudstone averaging 3= diameter occur in layers 
up to 1 inch thick. 

2a.k.alart As unit 20, with bands of coarse sandstone, up to 
7mm thick, averaging 4mm, and internally laminated. 

=jag 17 inches of greywacke conglomerate. 
Unit 	8.5 inches as unit 20. 

Unit 12,11 5 inches as unit 18. 
Unit 10: 2.5 inches as unit 20. 

Unit 9: 3.25 inches as unit 18. 
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Phit 8A  3 inches ad unit 20. 

• pilit 71  3 inches as unit 18, with pull-apart structures 
in a matrix:of greywacke conglomerate. 

t 	90 inches as unit 20, containing sedimentary 
sides. 

Limanewlaausszagrattr 
Wit 5: 	30 inches (mean thickness). This unit consists 
of up to 14 inches of black, fine-grained silt stone with 
white laminae one millimetre thick, with compaction folding 
over boulders in the basal portion of the unit. The 
silt stone interfingers 'laterally with conglomerate. 

• The conglomerate is up to 13 inches thick, with lenses 
and wedges of siltstone. 

The base of the unit is a coarse breccia up to 8,75 
inches thick, with pebbles of conglomerate and siltstone up 
to 8mm diameter, averaging 4mm, in a coarse sandstone 
matrix. The breccia contains one boulder of sandstone of 
diameter equal to the full thickness of the breccia. The 
breccia Is an Nautobreccian formed from the siltstone and 
conglomerate. 

The unit has an irregular base on the underlying rocks. 
Sedimentary slides within the unit are truncated by Unit 6, 

gab angle tunonformitv 

;Unit 4: 	55 feet of a gravitational slump zone, with 
sedimentary rolls and slides developed in interbedded mud-
stone and conglomerate with accompanying autobrecciation 
(described elsewhere). 

Unit A: 	12 feet of yellow, massive mudstone with beds of 
graded conglomerate. 

Unitt 2: 	6 feet slide zone in mudstone interbedded with 
conglomerate 

Covered interval, 500 feet, with inferred unconformity 
Precambrian of the Ulverstone Natamorphics. 

In EATS Creek, near 4-080E 9320N, rocks correlated with 

the Cateeha Subgroup consist of near 200 feet of mudstone 
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overlying thick volcanics (Lobster Creek). Interbedded 

felspathic sandstone and nudstono form the upper part of 

the succession uhich Is overlain by aarrington Chert. 

North of Hays Creek the mudstone is less than 100 feat 

thick and nny be absent. 

In ilardstaff Creek, between 4.025B 9230N and 4060E 

9255N, the gerrison Volcanies are underlain by 400 feet of 

tough blue siltetone interbedded with either sandstone or 

coarse sandstono and conglomerate. Sono outcrops are 

siltstones cross-bedded'in two-foot sets. Bedding is from 

one-quarter to half-inch thick. Laninao show interstratal 

contortions. The congloneratOS contain subangular chert 

and nudstone pebbles averaging two inches diameter in a 

matrix of angular rock fragments averaging one-eighth inch 

dianoter. The =cession in in faulted contact uith the 

Lobster Creek Volcanics, the fault being of Cambrian ace 

but with soro revonian re...working. 

There is an assemblage of Carbrian rocks on the foot. 

wall of the Ulverstono Fault 200 yards west of Picnic Point 

at Ulverstone, at 4141B 933ON. 

The western nargin is a faulted boundary against Pre-

cambrian of the Ulverstone Vatamorphics. The eastern 

cargin is an intricate boundary against,schists and quart-

zites. The Cambrian rocks overlie brocciated rletacorphics 

and, at the couthorn cnd of the outcrop near high tide cart, 
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contain slabs of metamorphics. 

Cambrian mudstones overlie mica schist at the eastern 

edge of the outcrop. The tectonic foliation of the 'schist 

is truncated at the boundary. At the north end of the 

outcrop the Cambrian mudstone and Rocky Cape Group(?) 

sandstone are shear folded together with a lens of lime-

stone about six inches thick preserved at the base of the 

mudstone in several fold hinges. Away from the hinge zones 

the limestone occurs as contorted tectonic fish in foliated 

mudstone. 

The beds in this assemblage are assigned to the 

Cambrian onlithological grounds. The position within the 

succession is unknown. Eowever, the outcrop, on general 

structural grounds, can be correlated with the Cateena 

subgroup with some confidence and represents the lowest 

unit of the Subgroup. It may be noted that only one lime-

stone has hitherto been recorded (Burns, 2.957) from this 

Subgroup, a bed about five feet thick at the Forth-Nllmot 

junction, about 250 feet below the Barrington Chert. 

Xerripon Creek_ Volcanicw The Kerrison Creek Vblcanics 

are defined as the coarse, bedded tuffs Interbedded with 

mudstones on the northern tip of Cateena Point, west of 

Dlverstone, near 4133E 9302U. 

The base of the unit is interbedded with mudstones 

In the type area, the volcanics bang delimited downwards 
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by the highest mudstone bed. The mudstones at the base 

carry a rich fauna of trilobites, brachiopods, and dendroids 

while chart some twenty feet lower carries siliceous 

sponges. The fauna has been identified by A.A. Opik and 

is slightly younger than the fauna from /sandula Road. 

At Cateena Point, the volcanics are represented by a 

bedded tuff whieh has bedding marked by alternations of 

very fine and medium arenite. Felspar is abundant as 

shreds and ragged patches. The thickness is 120 feet. 

On the Preston Main Road, near 4125E 9265N, the 

volcanics are 195 feet thick and the rock Is probably a 

tuff although an outcrop one half-mile north is pre-

dominantly porphyritic lava. 

On the Isandula Bead, at 4127B 9225N, the thickness 

is estimated at 200 feet, of porphyritic lava. At 41850 

918N, on the Moreton Road east of Sprent, there is 350 

feet of porphyritic lava underlain by coarse agglomerate 

with angular pebbles of lava up to two inches diameter 

in a chloritic matrix. 

At Paloona Bridge there is, near the base of the 

Bundas Group, a band of volcanics at least 100 feet thick, 

correlated with the Kerrison Formation. On the north limb 

of a small anticline the volcanics outcrop as layers of 

vesicular lava about two feet thick with a few inches of 

mudstone between the layers. Some of the beds are 
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agglOmerate with angular fragments of lava up to four 
inches diameter: On the north,limb of the fold the 
veleanits:contain boulders of mudstone up to. two feet 
diameter. The:lavas araprophyriticwith megacrysts of 
'zoned, Sericitised plagioclase and chlorite pseudomorphing 
hornblende in a fine prained albite-sericite groundmass. 
From the analysis 1Table 4), spry (1962) has identified 
the rock as a sodic-potassio traehyte. • 

In Hardstaff Creek, the volcanics are lavas varying 
from 100 to 400 feet thick with a well marked flow texture 

tO aligned megacrysts at the base. Near the mouth of 
Hardstaff Creek the rock has hypidiomorphic texture with 
heavily sericitiped-euhedral felspar, clumps of chlorite 
(pseudomorphing hornblende) clotted with iron ore, anhedral 
interstitial quartz and.albite and accessory apatite and 
Zircon. 

The Kerrison VOIcanics,, although a tuff in one place, 
lava in another and agglomerate in yet another, if a single, 
continuous layer.., The evidence for this continuity is as 
follows, 

In places, such as south-east of Ht Duman, the 	. 
formation can, be traced by walking the outtrop - for.nearly 
two miles. , with no evidence of rapid variations in thick-
ness. On the eastern margin of the Trough, the outcrop is 
discontinuous but very close mapping shows the 



discontinuities are faults oblique to the strike. On the 

Preston Vain Road, and on the Isandula Road, at points two 

miles apart, the successions bencath the volcanice are 

vyry similar, particularly in the top fifty fest. Within 

the limits of resolution of the trilobite faunas, the 

volcanics are evorywhere the same age. 

2he formation has been traced for a distance of four-

teen miles along the margin of the Cambrian outcrop, with 

only 	r changes in thickness or lithology. There is 

some evidence that the formation is a persistent member of 

a Volcanic magnafacies which occurs in the deeper parts of 

the Dundas Trough to the south. 

Unnamed ?id stone:  At Cateena Point the western end of 

the Cambrian outcrop is a fault which upthrows Precambrian. 

East of the fault and overlying the Korrison Volcanics, is 

1600 feet of interl 6 ted, interbanded, groywacke sand-

stone and silt stone. Conglomerates are rare and confined 

to the top fifty foot which shows gravitational slump 

folding. 

On the Preston Vain Road the succession is, 

(top) claystones and green felspathic sandstones, 200 feet 
thick; 

covered interval, 500 feet thick; 
intorlaminated siltstone and fine sandstone, 95 feet 

thick; 
sandstone and siltstone, the sandstone in beds about 

eighteen inches thick, some beds being cross.bedded and 
others containing layers of siltstone pellets, 80 foot thick; 

Interlaanated siltstone and sandstone with laminae 
from 1/4 to 1/16 inches thick, 60 feet thick; 
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/Ma 

100.56 	99.1+9 100.11  99.69 100.36 100.50 

1) Lobster Creek Volcanics, Allison's Road bridge '  Leven 
River. 

2) Lava fragment in agglomerate, Paloona. 
3) Whim tuff, Preston Lain Road, Gawler. 
4) Lava or crystal tuff, Kerrisons Siding, test Gawler. 
5)Uator.laid pyrociastic, railway bridge, Cateena Point, 
6) Lava, mouth of Hardstaff Creek, Leven Rivera 

Umbers 2.6 are from the Nerrison Creek Vac -mica. 
Analyst: C.J. Penman. 
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pebbly, .felspathic sandstone with lenses and pellets 
of green wudstone and festoon cross-bedding pitching 258 
in 45SW317 1  eighteen inches thick; 

green laminated greyvacke silt stone overlying a few 
inches of chest or ashstone $  twelve inches thick; 

massive cleystoneOhree feet thick; 
covered interval, .thirty feet thick; 
Kerrison Volcanics.. 

The total thickness is 900 feet with the top concealed.' 

In Wilsonia Creek near 4120B 9230N the succession is: 

(top) Wilsonia Volcanics; 
siltstone, 100 feet thick; 
coarse felspathic sandstone with interbedded con-

glomerate and siltstone, 3.00 feet thick; 
claystones and siltstones, massive or interlaminated 

with sandstone, 350 feet thick; 
&mason Volcanics. 

At Moreton Road, Sprent, this unit is about 1200 feet 

thick and consists dominantly of massive claystones with 

some chart beds which range up to four feet thick and with 

some occasional beds of greywacke conglomerate and mudstone. 

In Hardstaff Creek, between 4025E 9230N and 4o6os 

9255N, the formation is at least 700 feet thick and possibly 

as much as 1500 feet. It consists of interlaminated, 

interbanded, interbedded, blue greyvacke sandstone and silt-

stone. Laminae are from 1/16 to 1/32 inches thick, bands 

from one to two inches and beds up to two feet. The laminae 

in the sandstone are speckled with syngenetic pyrite. Thick 

sandstones have sedimentary floweasts at their base and 

contain trilobite and dendroid fragments. 

Interbedded with the sandstone and siltstone are, in 

places, beds of conglomerate between two and four feet thick 
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• and averaging eighteen inches thick. The contain Dore 

than ninety percent of suhangular, subs erica', green t, 

pyritiferaus chert as pebbles averaging one inch diamter5 

less than five percent of larinated sandstone as pellets 

up to tuelve inches long, aligned parallel to bodding yand 

less than five percent of rounded, spherical boulders 

averaging four inches diameter of green ani red, pyriti. 

feroun t  fteratophyre lava. The natrin forns less than five 

percent of the rock, and is a green, chloritic, pyritic, 

sandstone. The conglomerates are crossbodded near the top. 

The maximum thickness of the 	tones overlying the 

Merrison Volcanics is c/ose to 1200 feet. In the "East 

Basle of figure 78 this unit is easy to distinguish from 

other nudst*nes of the succession because of its several 

distinctive lithological features. Thi ,cbeddedv  intorbanded 

and interlaEinated cud stone and sandstone is the doninnnt 

litc4logy at Cateens Point. To the south the proportion 

of this lithology decreases and the pro rtion of thick-

bedded °  massive, non.graded, claystones increases. The 

proportion of clayotono is significant at Ullsonia Creek, 

and high.  at prent and the country southvest of Sprent. 

The decrease in proportion ofcoarse elastics indicates a 

depositional area deepening to the south. 

The nassive alsyntaneo are unique to this forcation 

and rare in the Dudas Group generally. Taylor (1954 , 
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see Banks, 1956, pp.179460) records very sialar rocks, 

the C 	on Creek Argillites, and thought thorn sufficient. 

ly differont to assign them to a Group apart, although 

Banks includes them uith the Dundas Group. 
iilsonia Creek Vq1canicar  The Ullsonia Creek Vblcanics 

arc hero defined as those tuffs and lavas outcropping at, 

and about 200 yards downstream from Ithe Ulverstone Uator 

supply intake on the Gauler Diver liest, near 412413 9200N. 

At the typo locality, overlain by at least 200 feet 

of blue, laminated calcareous cudstone, the volcanics con. 

sist of five foot of lava; overlying 250 foot of thick. 

bedded tuffs overlying about 100 feet of lava,  The  tuff 

is described by Hughes (1961) as a breccia uith large frse-

nents of cloudy orthoclase and plagioclase with sonic smaller 

mogacrysts of fresh albite. There are bunches of a green 

mica, possibly fuchnito, and a feu small sphorulos of 

muscovite uith Cores of quartz. A crude layering is marked 

by lines of scall quartz. 

The lavas are green, translucent, thickbedded rocks, 

consisting (9095) of thirty percent albite as anhedral 

grains 0.1cm diamter, ten percent calcite as irregular 

subspherical grains 0,2Ens diaseter, five percent ilnenite, 
in a cryptocrystalline glass. About thirty percent of the 

groundmass is isotropic, uith minute polarising dots uith-

in it; the remainder is composed of crystallitos loss than 



0.001mm diameter. There is abundant porlitic cracking. 
Another typo (9093) has anhedral microphonocrysts of albite 
up to 0.1rm diameter scattered in the Erounditass and a 

latination marked by strings of cloudy, diffuse blobs of 
haematite. The latter variety has a characteristic milky 
White and orange banding when weathered. 

In talsonia Creek, near 4120B 9230N, the volcanics are 
at least 200 feet thick but on the Preatan Main Road, two 

miles further north, are absent. They form a tongue in the 
mudstones, thickening to the south and *southwest. Rocks 
correlated with the Wilsonia Volcanics are over 500 feet 
thick in the East 0awler River and probably over 1000 feet 
thick (East 0awler River volcanics of Burns, 1957a). They 
form a thick belt of glassy and prophyritic lavas inter-
bedded with tuffs and bounded by massive claystones. The 
Wilsonia Creek Volcanics described from the Dial Range area 
are a persidtent member of this volcanic magnafacies. The 
source of the velcanics was presumab34y southwest ot Sprent 
whore they roach maximum thickness. 

The estimated rate of thinning of the formation Is 175 
foot per mile, north along the Dial Range Trough. The 
formation is confined to the *Eastern Basin" of figure 78 

and has not been recognised in the "Western Basin" nor along 

the margin of the Dundas Trough east of the Dial Range 

(figure 3). 
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aarrineton Chert  

The Barrington Chart of Jennings and others (1959) 

occurs in the Dial Range Area as a very thick lens. The 

isopach map (figure 5) shows the maximum thickness at 2800 

feet but this is a conservative estimate. On Nit. Lorymer, 

where the ehert is of greatest thickness, the succession 

is duplicated in part by a number of very flat thrusts, 

and the figure 2800 feet Is the thickness of the thickest 

thrust plate. Outside the lens, the thickness is fairly 

uniform at 250 feet. 

The chert is thinly laminated, black and white. The 

laminae show pull-apart structures of several kinds 

(usually tiny faults, the faulted zones passing into zones 

of brecciation) and soft sediment slump structures includ-

ing isoclinal recumbent folds. 

A chert from Paloona (4243B 9173N) where the formation 

is thickbedded with dark colour laminae, consists (9092) 

of large, event, angular pebbles of chert about 5ns 

diameter cemented by chart. The difference between pebbles 

and matrix:is the coarse grain size and presence of iron 

ore in the pebbles, which have diffuse margins. The pebbles 

consist of quartz in grains averaging 0.01mm diameter, with 

scattered large grains up to 0.05mm diameter. Patches of 

angular haematite and diffuse limonite form five percent of 

the pebbles and average 0.05am diameter. The ehert Is 
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cryptocrystalline with grain boundaries unresolvable. 
The matrix consists of quartz grains less than 0.001mm 
diameter with about five percent lathes of chlorite averag. 
trig 0.01mm across. In cracks and seams, particularly near 
the pebble margins, are bands of coarse secondagr quartz 

averaging 0.1mm diameter. Portions of the matrix carry 
felted networks of fibrous Chlorite as needles 0.001mm 
diameter, 0.1mm long. 

This penecontemporaneous brecciation occurs in mud-
stones and in a limestone interbedded with the chert and 
is very prominent In parts of the fornmtlon especial-17 
the top fifty feet in Walloa Creek. 

It was suggested by Hughes (1953) that the dherts are 
silicified mudstones. This view has been entertained by 
a number of authors, and is discussed by Banks ( 1956 1 

p.200) without denial. 
Hughes advocated a replacement origin for the chert 

to explain its relationship to the other formations in the 
succession and referred specifically to an outcrop on the 

Leven River at Lobster Creek. 

The stratigraphie relationships of the dhert are here 

explained In terms of the Hardstaff Unconformity, the 

evidence for which will be discussed subsequently. The out-
crop on the Leven River Is the contact between mudstones 
of the Cateena Subgroup and the Barrington abort. The 
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contact is vertical with rotational joint boudinage In the 
chert and detached fold cores of dhert (tectonic fish) in 
the mudstone. The contact is a zone of interpenetrative 
movement not a transitional passage between the two 
lithologies. Chert boulders within the Motton Spilite are 
monoliths incorporated in the lava upon extrusion, and are 
not altered mudstanes as they occur in association with 
mmnoliths or unaltered mudstone. 

Beds of greywacke conglomerate, mudstone and fine 
siltstone occur within the chert on 1.2 Lorymor. The beds 
at the top of the chert in Walloa Creek have angular °bort 
pebbles forming ninety percent of the rock in a chert 
matrix, are interbedded with mudstone and sandstone and are 
considered to be duo to brecciation of the chert in the • 

concluding stages of deposition. Greywackes imodiately 
overlying the chert contain numerous dhert pebbles as does 
the Ordovician Dial Conglomerate. Thus.dhertification, if 
it occurred, was completed immediately after deposition . 
from the evidence of the chart breccias, almost synchronous-

ly with deposition. It is concluded therefore, that the 
rock was deposited as dhert. 

There are outcrops of chert in which a steeply-dipping 

black and white banding is truncated upwards by near-

horizontal bedding. The best.emposed example Is in the 

lowest waterfall of Rogers Creek at the north end of Mt 
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. Lorymer, The boundary between the horizontal bedding 

above and the. vertical banding below Is a sharp .  limvon 
the face of the waterfall* The boundary occurs in deherent t  

massive rock' and 10 not marked by a layer of breccia or 

foreign material of. any kind. The: rocks below the boundary 

are "fused" or in intimate contact with those above. • 
The rock above the boundary is horizontally-bedded. 

black and white chert. The dhert Is laminated with a spac-
ing of about three millimetres and is bedded with beds 
ranging from eight to twelve Inches thick. In thin section 
(1818) the rock consists of fibrous, radiating aggregates 
of chalcedony *  tiny shreds and patches of quartz averaging 
0,025mm diameter, grains of iron ore averaging 01002mm 
diameter but in many places grouped in clumps ranging up 
to 0.02mm diameter, brown clay, tiny laths of chlorite 
averaging 0,002mm in length in a groUndmass of micro-
crystalline quartz. The light-coloured (white) laminae • 
Consist 'of twenty percent quartz as grains, five percent. 
chlorite forming a disconnected reticulate pattern, ten 
percent iron ore In lenses, and fifty percent brown clay 
which occurs in layers(parallel to the lamination)which have 
diffuse margins. The groundmass is crypto-crystalline tituatz. 
The dark-coloured (black) laminae contain an averago.of 
forty percent iron ore, but some laminae have as much as 
seventy percent. About twenty percent is granular quartz 
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and the remaindor is clay. In this rock the laminations 

are formed by alternation of layers containing differing 

proportions of iron ore. The laminae themselves are 

internally banded with streaks rich in iron ore. A few 

grains of chalcedony occur scattered along the contacts 

between laminae. A few thin seams of about 0.05mm width 

containing quartz cross the bedding* 

The rock below the boundary has a vertical, black-

and...white banding. The black bands are sometimes lenti-

cular. The white bands consist almost entirely of micro... 

crystalline quartz which contains loss than five percent 

scattered tiny laths of chlorite and rare grains of 

limonite and calcite. The black bands (1820) consist of 

up to sixty percent fibrous chalcedony which usually occurs 

as oolitic granules averaging Oa= diameter and is "dusted" 

with magnetite in grains averaging 0*002mm diameter. The 

black bands contain within them a few flakes of clear 

chert (pebbles?) which range up to 0.5mm long and have long 

axes parallel to the colour banding. Within the black bands 

are long lenticular streaks of rock of high iron ore content. 

• 	 The boundaries between the dark-coloured and the light. 

coloured layers may be sharp or diffuse. Mere the boundar- .  

Lee are diffuse the proportion of iron ore changes but grain 

size remains constant. In some places a few prominences of 

magnetite-rich chert protrude up into clear dhert like flame 
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structures. The boundaries are simply changes in iron ore 

content which for the sharp boundaries are 'abrupt Changes. 

One sharp boundary is offset on tiny faults which have the 

fault planes marked by thin seams of chalcedony. 

The vertical banding in the rocks in the lower half of 

the waterfall is a primary compositional layering - bedding. 

This is truncated upwards at the base of the horizontally. 

bedded abort forming the top of the waterfall. . The structure 

in the face of the waterfall is an =conformity. 

The unconformity can be traced for about 200 yards 

northwards from Rogers Creek and curves around the hillside 

parallel to the bedding in the upper beds. It probably 

represents a period of large-scale slumping during deposition 

of the chert. 

rattga jaws  

Nye (1931) recorded what he considered to be dolerite 

at Penguin. Scott (1952) recognised this as Cumbrian 

spilite containing pillow lavas. Scott (1952) and Hughes 

(1953) describe the Penguin pillow lavas as consisting of 

laths of albite, Ab984n2 , partly sericitized and chloritiz-

ed. Augite is intergranular, fresh, and simply twinned. 

There are scattered grains of ilmenite p .and patches of inter-

stitial, Palo green chlorite containing granules of 

secondary spheric. 

The top of the spilite formation is a spilite- 
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0.38 , 	0.36 

1.01 	1.33 

0.20 	0.36 

1.64 	304 

Trace 	Trace 

0.37 0.98 

0.16 0.20 

1.50 2.36 

0.15 0.34 
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Trace 	Trace 

TABLE 5  
•• AllfaMiL2LibMibil.232A1.02=A 

4  5 
85.56 ' 7604 Si 2  O 

1 
93.66 

2 
95.50 

3 
84.46 

Al203 1.71 1.25 

17,4625 Fe203 2.27 0 50 

FeO 0.38 0.26 0.61 

CO 0.03 1.28 0.26 

Mg0 0.45 0.29 1.19 

Na2°  0.07 0.11+ 0.26 

K20 0.24 0.11 2.29 

MnO. Nil Nil Trace 

TiO2 0.06 0.08 0950 

P205 0.02 0.52 045 

8204. 140 0.75 1.89 
0.20 Nil 0.16 

CO2  . . Nil 
FeS . . Trace 

•ast 

109,01 100068 10040 10004 109.29  

1 and 2) Barrington Chart, Barrington, 
3)Granule chert conglomerate, interbedded with siltstone 

in allochthonous slabs of the Beecraft Megabreecia 
(Locality 47. figure 6). 

4) Massive granule chart conglomerate occurring as Slabs 
in the Beecraft Megabreccia (Locality X, figure 6). 

5)Siltstone interbedded with granule chert conglomerate 
in allochthonous slabs of the Beecraft Megabreccia 
(Locality I of figure 6). 

Analysts (Numbers 14): C.J. Penman. 
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conglomorate in the Leven River west of North Motto% 
with large rounded boulders of spilite averaging two feet 
diameter in a matrix of greywacko mudstone. The unit is 
fifty feet thick at North Eotton and about twenty feet on 
the coast of Teatree Point. 	' 

Twelvetrees (1906, p.I3) describes the rotten Spilite 
of the Leven Gorge as a pyroxenic porphyroid containing' 
plagioclase, augito, minor hornblende and biotite in a 

quartzo-felspathic ppsostasis which Is largely granular 
quartz. Bughes (1953) has described another variety from 
the same area having ophitic texture with lathes and 
needles of plagioclase and weakly coloured augite in a 
matrix of,devitrified glass. 

The spilite contains contorted, broken shreds and 
patches of ., mudstone and chert . disrupted xenoliths - and 
the pillows are enwrapped with a thin cover of mudstoni). 
Pillows are common in the Penguin exposure, but cannot be 
recognised anywhere else. 

The maximum exposed thickness of the formation is 
near 1500 feet at North Motton, It Overlies the Barrington 
Chert conformably. It passes laterally Into the Radfords 
Creek Subgroup along a line in the centre of the Trough . 

(figure 5). The boundary is a rapid cutoff against the 
Radford mudstone at North Lofton. The boundary at Penguin 
is not well exposed but the mudstones have layers of 

, 	. 
spilite tuft and there may be some int8eingering, 
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.3) Locality R) Bedded vitreous tuff with chert granules 
4) Locality F) occurring as allocbthonous slabs in the 
5) Locality G) Beecraft Megabreccia (Localities refer to 

figure 6). 
Water4aid lithic tuff occurring as autochthonous beds in 
the Beecraft Megabreccia , (Locality H of figure 6). 
Analyst (fts.1,3 94,5,6): Ca. Penman. 
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Radfords Creek pukgroue 

The Radfords Creek Subgroup Is here defined as that 

group of rocks, predominantly mudstones, Overlying the 

Barrington Chert and underlying the Dial Conglomerate in 

the Dial Range. It is laterally equivalent in position 

to the Motton Spillte which also overlies the Mort, but 

higher parts of the mud stone Subgroup appear to be younger 

than the spilite. 

The Subgroup is predominantly mudstone, with beds of 

tuff and lava, greywacke and quartz conglomerates, and at 

least one wedge of megabreccia. 

No complete succession has been established in the 

southern part of the Dial Range, A number of fragmentary 

sequences are available. 

At the south end of Mt Lorymer in Walloa and Applebee 

Creeks the succession is: 

Mudstonso tt....w.... 	.... ... . .......... 200 feet 
Applebee Creek VolcZics. 	.. . ... .. . .. 	200 feet 
Mudstone, with chert conglomerate at the 

base..., 400 feet 
Barrington Gherli. 

This succession can be identified In Kaines and Milligan 

Creeks one mile further vest, by walking the outcrop of the 

volcanics, The mudstones beneath the voleanics outcrop in 

a wide area from Keines Creek to Riana, flat.lying and 

gently folded. Fragmentary trilobites were obtained at 

1416E 9198N, 4006E 9206N, and in a quarry near Riau* at 
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4004E 9240N. A similar fauna occurs at 4008E 9201N and 

4000B 9250N. The Bien& quarry collection was identified 

as Middle Cambrian by DT. Palmer of the Et.S.G.S,, 

equivalent in age to the Magma horizon of the Leven, 

Gorge, 

in the Leven Gorge a reconstruction gives the follow-

ing succession. (from west to east): 

Gordon Limestone 

1 	2 feet of "West Conglomerate*. Ordovician sand- 
. stone and conglomerate. 

Wegred upponfor4ty 
2 84 feet of brecciated greywacke 

NaiarPAIlt  
3 42 feet of "Middle Conglomerate" 
4 72 feet of mudstone 
5 18 feet of tuff or grawacka 
6 60 feet of mudstone 

i 14 feet of greywacke 
X07 feet of mudstone 
45 feet of greywacke sandstone and conglomerate, with 

3 feet of mudstone between 20 and 23 feet above 
the base 

10 76 feet of *East Conglomerate* 
11 62 feet of mudstone 
12 62 feet of tuff 

Mudstone, several hundred feet. 

The succession is strongly faulted but only those faults 

indicated appear to have substantial throws. Banks (1956, 
p.184) measured the same section, obtaining: 

Ordovician Conglomerate 
UnconformitY 

6? 58 feet of argillite 
7 17 feet of greywacke 
8 88 feet of argillite 
9 37 feet of greywacke 

10 67 feet of conglomerate 
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11 56 feet of argillite 
12 56 feet of tuff 
13 270 feet of argillite with;poiotivRe  
14 63 feet of tuff and lava 
15 300 feet of argillite with Clava4nostu4.  

The agreement between the two traverses Is good consider. 

ing the nature of the section and alterations to the 

cutting by roadworks. Unit 13 Is !addle Cambrian and is 

correlated with the Comet Formation of the Dundas Succession. 

Southeast of Vt Lorymer, Banks (19569 p.185) observed 

the succession: 

Quartz biotite keratophyre (Applebee Creek Volcanics?) 
Argillite 
0reyuacke sandstone with kspudAenottpla  
Covered interval 
ArgilIite 
0reyuacke sandstone 
Covered interval, hundreds of feet 
Thinbedded chert and argillite 
Argillite, 40 to 50 feet thick 
Argillite with sandstone beds. 

The fossiliferaus sandstone was dated as basal Dresbachian 

which is younger than the,Leionvee  horizon, 

Further to the southeast but in the same gonsial 

vicinity, Jennings and others (1959), recognised the 

generalised successions 

EUdstones with volcanics 400 feet plus 
Ludstones 250 feet (FseudaenosVIA  zone) 
Conglomerate 300 feet maximum (the Sprent Formation) 
Not ton Spilite. 

A generalised succession, based upon those above, is: 

Eudstone 200 feet plus 
Applebee Creek VOlcanics 200 feet 
Vudstone with Embalm/Us overlying mudstones, 



conglomerates, charts and tuffs with eiotvi. Thickness 
varying from 400 feet at Applebee Creek to 5O feet at 
the east end of the Leven Gorge. The total thickness 
measured at the west end of the Gorge (Units 1-15 above) 
is 1275 feet,* This great thickness is considered due to 
repetition by thrusting. 

Barrington Chart or Motton Sp/lite. 

The Sprent Conglomerate has not been recognised 

away from the outcrops shown by Jennings et al., and 

appears to be lenticular. 

An almost continuous section across the Dial Bangs 

Trough is exposed on the foreshore east of Penguin. The 

general dip is westward, with younger formations at the 

western end The succession from west to east is as 

followss 

Precambrian of the Rocky Cape Group 
UnconformitY 
Beecraft Negabreccia, 2800 feet wide. 
Thrust or unconformity 
Rotten Spilite, 1950  feet wide. 
Thrust 
Teatree Point Megabreccia, 700 feet wide 
stratigraphic contact, probably an unconformity 
Motton Spilite, 8400 feet wide 
Conformnble stratigraphic contact 
Barrington Chert, about 250 feet thick 
Concealed, conformable stratigraphic contact 
Nadstones of the Cateena Subgroup, with a thickness 

of fifty feet exposed 
Concealed boundary, probably a Tabberabberan fault 

downthrowing 1200 feet to the west 
Precambrian of the Rocky Cape Group. 

The Teatree Point Negabreccia may be the Beecraft Mega-

breccia repeated by strike faulting but has some important 

differences. 

The Teatree Point Eegabreccia overlies, 
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stratigraphically, the Motton Spline. Graded bedding 
near the contact and a spilite conglomerate at the bottom 
indicate the Megabreccia is the younger formation. 

The Beecraft Megabreccia contains boulders and slabs 
of spilite and interbedded spilitic tuft. It is younger 
than, or possibly coeval with the Motton Spilite. 

The Vegabreccias are therefore regarded as formations 
in the Radfords Creek Subgroup. They are the only 
formations of the Subgroup found on the coastline. 

The foreshore east of Penguin was examined by Thureau 
(1881), Hbntgomery (1896), Harcourt-Smith (1899)9 
Twelvetrees (1906), and Scott (1952). 

Thureau described fins and coarse conglomerates con-
taining red and yellow jaspers and black hornstone. Near 
the Neptune Mine (eat roe Point) he observed dykes of 
basalt or andesite (trachyte) enclosed by friction breccia, 

and a dyke of hornblendic porphyry (spilite) which, has 
transmuted the mudstones to hornstone. 

Montgomery records felsitic tuffs, and breccias of 
quartzite, hornstone and jasper. He found "tufaceous(sic) 
indurated sandstones containing occasional waterworn 
pebbles, but otherwise closely simulating a crystalline 
rock" to contain felspar and hornblende . probably referr-
ing to welded tuff. 

On page v he describes the foreshore as generally 



consisting of "hard quartzites, slates, and in one place, 

limestone, and on a ragged surface of these, beds of 

breccia, tuff and felsitic ash, all someuhat nixed with 

ordinary sedimentary material, have been deposited. In 

several places there are dykes of Tertiary age bursting 

through the older rocks and lava flows covering them". 

Nentgomery, in this passage, considers the structure 

to bo a dissected unconformity. 

Harcourt-Smith describes a hard, siliceous dolomite 

near Teatree Point. 

Twelvetrees (1906) reproduces Montgomery's notion of 

a dissected unconformity. He showed that it was not the 

sane as that at the base of the Dial Conglomerate, a point 

of confusion In earlier reports. He recognised the 

complexity of the area, in one place referring to the "ill 

understood breccia at the Neptune Nine". 

Scott (1950 determined a succession with volcanic 

breccia and tuff at the top (Beecraft?) overlying pillow 

and massive lavas (Motton Spilite) overlying shales and 

tIllite (Teatree Point?). Banks (1956, p.193) pointed out 

that the sediments are sub-grayuacke breccias, not 

tillites. 

The Deecraft Legabreccia  is here defined as the 

megabreccia outcropping on the foreshore at Penguin, be-

tween 4073E 9353g and 4082B 9358U. 





The autochthonous or matrix material is largely 

greywacke conglomerate and sandstone. Dips are rarely 

observed and are usually low so the total thickness need 

not exceed 500 feet. The beds are graded, usually simply, 

with pebbles of cheist and mudstone and have quartzite 

abundant at some levels. The pebbles range from one-

quarter to two inches diameter, the matrix from granule 

conglomerate to siltstone. Graded beds are from eight to 

twelve inches thick, usually grading from coarse sand to 

mud. 

Portions of the greywacke are rich in rock fragments, 

particularly lava, and are described as tuff. The 

boundaries between the lithologies are diffuse and not 

easy to define and are somewhat generalized on the map. A 

typical tuffaceous sandstone with pebbles of chert hada 

matrix: of plagioclase, chart, fine grained basalt and an 

isotropic green material which is probably volcanic glass 

with a little secondary chlorite (analysis 6, table 6). 

Within the greywnckes are boulders, blocks and large 

slabs of slltstone, tuff, chest and abort breccia. A few 

rare, rounded cobbles of diorite were found. 

Interbedded mudstone and chert breccia occur as slabs 

up to 400 feet long. The chert breccia itself contains 

slabs of chert up to twenty feet long and in a few places 

a fine grained, trachytic lava. The four lithologies 



occur separately as boulders up to ten feet and down to 

about two feet in length. Below this size they are 

difficult to differentiate from abort pebbles of the auto-

chthonous portion although differences in rounding and 

sphericity persist to small sizes. 

The madstone is white, fine-grained and consists ,  

mainly of sericite and quartz with a little clay (analysis 

5, table 5). The breccias are. formed from close-packed 
cuneiform granules of dhert and have less than five per-

cent rounded quartzite pebbles in a clay-sericite matrix 

(analyses 3 and 4, table 5)• The dhert fragments are 

clearly visible in many outcrops only on etched (chemically 

weathered) surfaces. In section the boundaries are not 

sharply defined, the fragments differing from the matrix 

in the slightly higher proportion of quartz to sericite. 

This suggests the dhert was not well indurated at the time 

of brecciation. Contortion and pull-apart structures in 

the interbedded mudstone-chert breccia slabs indicate that 

the breccia itself was non,indurated at the time of 

incorporation into the megabreccia. Within some of the 

slabs is a dhert conglomerate with rounded boulders of 

chert averaging three inches diameter in a matrix of chart, 

Slabs of chert and chert breccia "float" in the conglomer-

ate. As the conglomerate transgresses the bedding within 

the slabs it appears to have been formed later than the 
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breccia beds and probably at the time of incorporation of 

the slab into the megabreccia. 

Two large slabs, each Over 400 feet long, are composed 

of spilito tuff, 'TM rock Is black, tot& and vitreous' 

uith rare "graded" beds of chert granule conglomerate and 

boulders of diorite. The graded beds contain chert varying 

from, fifty percent at their bases to ten percent at their 

tops. It is a compositional, rather than size, grading. 

At the base, the rock contains about equal amounts of chert 

and a very fine-grained, green, glassy lava as angular 

chips with interstitial magnetite. The lava fragments have 

no clearly defined boundaries being distinct, one from 

another, only in relative grain size. Some coarse frag-

ments consist of albite needles and granules of pyroxeno 

with clay, calcite and leucoxene in the groundmass. 

The tuff usually consists of hornblende replacing 

pyroxene with WM augite still remaining in sub.ophitic 

relationship with lathes of plagioclase about 2mm long. 

Disseminated magnetite and veins of clay material are 

present. The groundmass is a fine.grained aggregate of the 

same minerals (analyses 3 9  4, 5, table 6). 

The fine.grained, glassy variants of this rock resemble 

in the field a black ehert such as that interbedded with 

the Motton Spilite. 

Slabs of porphyritic keratophyre, up to five feet 
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across occur in sovoral places, usupl,y in association 

ulth the chert breccias. In hand specimen the rock 

strongly resembles that occurring as dykes in the Teatree 

Point Eegabreccia. 

Intruding the Beecraft Megabreccia is a small stock 

of microsyenite with a number of radial dykes. The rock 

is medium grained with an even, hypidlomorphic granular 

texture and tubhedral, zoned, heavily sericitized plagio-

clase, irregular grains of quartz, and lathes and ragged 

crystals of tremolite. Sphene and pyrite occur as 

accessories (analysis 4, table 7). The dykes are porphy-

rltic with felspar crystals 2 to 3am long completely alter-

ed to carbonate or to sericite; anhedral albite with maAY 

inclusions; and irregular, scattered limonite. The ground-

nass is an aggregate of the same minerals (analysis 3, 

table 7). 

Within the stock are numerous inclusions of the comnon 

adjacent rock types with some large slabs as roof pendants. 

The eastern side is virtually a stockwork. The margins of 

the xenoliths and of the dykes are gradational. The dykes 

are clear-cut only when fairly thin (about two feet thick) 

and some distance from the stock (200 feet). 

The gradational boundaries could mean that the sedi. 

rents aro felspathised in the contact zone or are arkoses 

deposited on an eroded stock. The .existence of the Okos 
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rules out the second possibility. The syenite was there-
fore intruded into the megabreccia. 

The general question of the significance of mega-
breccias will be discussed subsequently. Discussion at 
this stage Is confined to Montgomery's hypothesis that the 
structure is an orosionally dissected or perhaps tectoni-
cally disrupted unconformity. 

The general appearance of the outcrop is of greyvacke 
mud stones, conglomerates and tuffs (autochthonous succession) 
containing many large boulders. . Within this are large slabs. 
The slabs and boulders are of an allochthonous succession. 

Montgomery's hypothesis states that the slabs are an 
older sequence separated by an unconformity from the grey-
wackes and tuffs which are the younger sequence. Boulders 
in the greywacke are presumably derived from erosion of 
pinnacles of the older sequence. 

This hypothesis is difficult to disprove as it cannot 
be demonstrated that the slabs are not rooted in depth.. 
However, Montgomery maintains, in effect, that the slabs 
are essentially different from the boulders, The only 
difference is size. Further, there is a complete gradation 

in Sizes between boulders and slabs. Some slabs are broken 

up at the ends into an aligned train of boulders. The 
evidence points to the boulders and slabs being merely the 
extremes in a continuous range of sizes with all sizes in 



the range being rootless masses. 

There are interesting comparisons and contrasts be-

tween the negabreccia and unconfornity hypothesis. In an 

unconfornity, the upper sequence is younger, lower 

sequence older, and the unconfornity represents an 

erosional period. In a megabreccia, the autochthonous 

unit is younger, the alloChthonous unit older and the time 

interval usually represents a depositional period. 

In an unconformity the upper sequence is deposited 

particle by particle (usually) lajalm, whereas in a mega. 

breccia the allachthonoum unit was deposited elseWhere and 

transported into the basin by mass movement. At Penguin 

the existence of sedimentary slides in the autochthonous 

beds, identified by flame structures and sedimentary dykes 

through the slide surfaces, points to the likelihood that 

the allochthonous unit was emplaced by gravitational slides. 

The snail, rounded pebbles nnorrOly-bodded" in the 

autochthonous unit do not appear to be derived from break-

down of the allochthonous beds. The greywackes were 

deposited from far-travelled currents sweeping down the 

trough from a distant source, the allochthonous beds are a 

local incursion from the adjacent sides of the trough. 

The relationship of the Beecraft Negabreccia to the 

Radfords Creek Subgroup at the south end of the Dial Range 

is obscure. The southern succession is of a type which 
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was probably continuous through the thole area, in which 

case it must have been eroded at the north end of the 

trough prior to deposition of the Vegabreccia. 
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The Teatree Point Megabrecciq is here defined as 

that magabreccia west of and adjacent to Teatree Point 

at 4088E 9367N. 

• The formation overlies conformably, Motton Spilite 

on the east side. It is in faulted contact with the 

Spilite on the west side. 

The Megabreccia contains autochthonous greywacke 

mudstones, conglomerates and sandstones. The omnglom, 

erates contain boulders up to two feet diameter of chert, 

mudstone, spilite, quartzite and limestone. The grey-

wackes are compositely and multiply graded from pebbles 

to silt size. Only thin beds between eight and twelve 

inches thick show simple grading. There are some beds 

three to 'four feet thick. This thickness in graded beds 

is unusual, oecurring elsewhere only in the Leionvge zone 

at Riana (near the junction of Kaines and Milligan 

Creeks). The current ripples noted by Mbntgomery are 

asymmetrical current ripples on the top of a bed indicat-

ing currents from very close to north in a nearly hori-

zontal bed. 

The eastern part of the outcrop is highly contorted 

by soft sedimentary folding of a type which is due to 

gravitational slumping on a free surface. Few closures 

are preserved a few open folds plunge gently north 
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and are probably tectonic, while sedicentary folds at the 
Oeptune Uine are isoclinal, recumbent folds with axes 
pitching steeply west in axial planes striking north. 
Brecciation . of large areas has occurred. The few 
closures observed float in large masses of "autobreccia", 
a coarse breccia formed from the conglmerate. A crude 
cleavage Which is largely confined to bands is developed. 
In places lenses of uncleaved sediment form pods in a 

network of cleavage bands Which trend generally north. 
Within the greywackes are two thin dykes of albite 

traChyte, a porphyritic rock with strong flow texture. 
The dykes post-date the sedimentary folds having a cross-
cutting (and probably dilational) relationship to them. 
The dykes pre-date the shear zones, being offset on thew. 
The offset is not always a clean displacement. In places 
the dykes which stop short of the shear zones, have round-

ed ends and some small pieces are twisted. This suggests 

pulling-apart of the dykes with mudstone flowing into the 
gap. The occurrence of pieces of similar lava in the 
Deecraft Negabreccia and the truncation of a petrologically 

similar dyke in the Eotton Spline by the Deecraft 

wackes show the dykes were intruded before the close of 

sedimentation. 
There is no contradiction in the notion of dyke 

emplacement in cleani.walled fractures with later 
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deformation by flowage of the sediments, Ander= (1951) 

has shown that dykes may be propogated with explosive 

violence and in a short time even soft sediments may 

behave elastically. However, in the long term, time. 

dependent strain parameters become important. 

The dykes are porphyritic with phenocrysts of 

felspar averaging 2mm diameter which are almost completely 

pseudomorphed by sericite set In a fine.grained groundmass 

of mica, cloudy felspar and fresh, untwinned anhedral 

albite averaging 0.05Mm diameter. Similar dyke rock in 

the spilite to the west consists of megacrysts of albite 

In a fine.grained matrix of clinozoislte 9  chlorite, 

albite and carbonate (analysis 1 9  table 7). The absence 

of quarts and the porOhyritic texture, distinguish these 

rocks from the stock and dykes of syenite in the Doecraft 

Ebgabreccia. 

The allochthonoua lithologies are chert, bedded 

limestone and massive, calcareous dolomite in slabs up to 

thirty feet long. The bedded limestones are internally 

brecciated and crumpled by soft sedimentary deformation. 

This may have occurred at the time of incorporation within 

the megabroccia as the bedding in one slab is deformed in 

conformity with the boundaries of the slab. Indeed, it 

appears to be a rolled.up pod. 
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The WegtbilA Crap,:  The Westbank Chaos is here defin. 
ed as the assemblage of sheared Cambrian rocks on the 
footwall of the Nestbank Fault, 200 yards east of Goat 

Island, near 413IE 9333N. . 
On the western side the Chaos is in faulted contact 

with Precambrian of the Ulverstone Metamorphics. On the 
east it overlies rocks of the Precambrian Rocky Cape . 
Group with a probable unconformity. 

The autochthonous unit consists of coarse, green and 
brown greywacke sandstone with mudstones-and some 	• 

conglomerate. •Bedding Is masked by a strong cleavage: 
The allochthonaus beds occur within the Chaos 

structure as slabs up to 200 feet long. Any particular 
lithology tends to occur in .a train of slabs parallel to 
the Westbank Fault. 

The allochthonous succession can be determined from 
fragmentary successions within the slabs and from the' 
ordered arrangement of slabs of any lithology. The units 
are, from the top, conglomerate; interbedded sandstone 
and mudstone; interbedded mudstone and calcareous , mud. 
stone; bedded limestone; massive calcareous dolomite; and 
greywacke conglomerate with boulders of dolomite. 

The conglomerate contains ninety percent rounded to 
subrounded,discoldal to spherical pebbles ranging from 
one.half to twelve inches diameter and averaging about 
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two inches. The matrix is rock fragments varying from 

sand to granule .size. 

The pebbles consist of greywacke sandstone (seventy 

percent), limestone and ,calcareous mudstone (twenty per. 

cent), and green and purple mudstone (ten percent). 'There 

are rare boulders of chert, greywacke conglomerate and 

keratophyre. 

The conglomerate is well sorted with continuous' 

framewerk, an unusual type in the Dundas Group. It may be 

a littoral or shelf deposit. 

Beneath, the conglomerate, the interbedded mudstones, 

sandstones and calcareous nudstones alternate In beds about 

eight inches thick. Brown, sub.greywacke sandstone 

dominates the top of the unit. The lowest three feet is 

a/most entirely crossbedded calcarenite (analysis 2, table 

8) with festoon crossbedding in eight.indh sets indicating 

currents from the north.north.west in unrestored beds, and 

originally from the north.west. The elastic limestones 

suggest a shallow '  active environment of deposition, 

probably on a sinking shelf (Bich, 1950). 

The bedded limestone is underlain by massive, 

calcareous dolomite (analysis 3, table 8). The rock is 

structureless when fresh, but a highly contorted crude 

banding of siliceous layers is exposed by weathering. 

In one place the dolomite is underlain by greywacke 
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mudstone containing boulders of dolomite from four inches 

to four feet diameter. Some small dolomite boulders occur 

in the sudstones above the dolomite in one place. The 

boulder bed,being an integral part of one slab l is part of 

the allochthonous sequence. 

The underlying beds (mudstones with bands of greywacke 

conglomerate and scattered mudstone boulders up to six 

inches diameter) are similar to the material surrounding 

the slabs and are considered to be autochthonous. 

The allochthonous succession is probably skeletohized 

and thickness has little meaning. Kupfer (1960) considers 

a thickness 1/10 of the original thickness to be not 

unusual. The conglomerate; bedded sandstones, mudstones 

and limestones; and dolomite are each about twenty feet 

thick, the dolomite boulder bed being about five feet. 

The total thickness is of the order of sixty-five feet, 

but the succession could have originally been as much as 

650 feet thick. 

The rocks in the Westbank Chaos are assigned to the 

Cambrian on lithological grounds. The position within the 

Dundas Group is unknown. The allochthonous lithOlogies, 

bedded limestone and massive dolomite, are identical with 

the allochthonaus beds in the Teatree Point Megabreccia 

which overlies the Wtton Spilite. 
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General litbological similarity of both 

alloobthonous and autOchthonous units suggests correlation 

with the Teatree Point Megabreccia vhich ii probably 

Middle Upper Cambrian* 
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1)Autoehthonous amdstone. 
2) Allochtbonous bedded limestone. 
3)Alloehtbonous massive dolomite. 

Analyst: C.J. Pe * 
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gaaismita_tioain_ the Plindt.-In_amm 

The groyuackes of tho Lundas Group urro rocogni od 

a$ turbidity current deposits by Uells (1957)0 who says 

(pace 6): 

he rocks indicate rapid deposition in shallot: water 
ulth very little transportation of the sediments, 
and the vicinity of hich mountain ranges. The 
absence of currant bedding, the presence of coarse 
craded deposits, clay pellets, rayiC toztural 
variation and poor sorting indicate the loads wore 
carried in suspension.° 

ho rococnnion of turbidity current deposits rests 

upon not Ono charactpr, but an assemblage of characters. 

These are listed below, after recent studios by Rich (1950), 

Nuenen and Eigliorini (1950), Zuenen and Sanders (1956 )s) 

Sujftausti (1957), Ubod and Spith (1958), and ten laza (1959): 

1) There It repeated alternation of conglomerate or 

sandstone with shale. 

2) 'ale beds aro Parallel over wide areas, without 
lensing or intertoncuing. 

3)Although the persistence of any single bed has not 

boon deconstrated beyond a few hundred feet, the beds are 

uniform in litholocy, and the outcrops are uniform in 

appearance, over wide areas of the Carpathian Moab, and 

in the Vacigno facies of the Apennines; they Lay, however, 

vary laterally .as in the Brecciola facies. 

Tite greywackos are graded. The basal portion is 

poorly sorted, with all sizes present. Lutito is adolard 
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at all levels in the bed The grading Is due to a 

decrease in the maximum grain size upwards. In contrast, 

current sorted rocks would have a restricted range of 

sizes appropriate to the current velocity. 

5)The graded beds have sharp, clearly defined, 

bottoms. The tops may or may not, be transitional. Ten 

Haaf found transitional tops in the Northern Apennines, 

while Wood and 'Smith thought the Aberystwyth Grits had 

transitional tops, with the apparent sharp tops due to 

changes in cleavage tramming:, with lithology. Sujkowski 

found sharp tops in the Carpathians, and says the 

lithologies alternate without transition zones. 

6) There is,a general scarcity of organic remains, 

and those that occur are usually fragmented. 

7)The lower surface of the sandstones carry three 

types of markings. The first type, sometimes .  called 

hieroglyphics, has been shown by Seilacher (1962) to be 

organic markings of several types . upper surface trails, 

uncovered internal marks and internal markings. The second 

type including flame structures and load casts, is due to 

post.depositional, plastic deformation of the unconsolidat-

ed rock. The third type is flow marks, principally flute 

casts, due to erosional SCOW' immediately preceding 

deposition. 

8)The sandstones contain mudstone pellets, fragments 
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of the underlying beds, testifying to erosional scour. 

9) The tops of the sandstones may be cross-bedded, 

as a small scale, inter-stratal feature subordinate to the 

regular bedding. 

The essential feature of the environment is transport 

by periodic, bottom hugging, currents in which coarse 

particles are carried in suspension. Some of the characters 

listed are natural products of such a process but are round 

in other environments. 

The Cateena Point and Radfords Creek Subgroups contain 

several lithological assemblages. 

The first consists of greywacke and sub-greywacke 

sandstone (in the sense of Srumbein and Sloss (1958)) with 

rare quartzose sandstone interbedded with shale. The 

average thickness of sandstone beds is variable, but is 

•usually between one-half and two inches. Thick sandstones 

often contain a band of mud pellets at the base. Tops and 

bottoms are sharp, without transition to the shale. A rare 

occurrence is shallow festoon crossbedding (Kiersch, 1950), 

indicating currents from north to south. 

The shales are in beds from one...half to eight inches 

• thick, averaging two inches. At the north end of the 

trough near Clverstone, the shale is dominantly laminated 

silt stone, with laminae a few millimetre thick and coarser - 

layers cross-laminated. In most places the shale is a 



AsiLik 
Graded bedding in coarse sandstone of the Cateena 

Point Subgroup, Cateena Point slide zone. 

Scales 4.4 centimetres long. 
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a laminated claystone. 

One representative of this assemblage is an inter. 

banded (onewhalf inch), interlaminated, claystomo and fine 

sandstone rock occurring in the southern part of the trough 

at the same horizon in the Cateena as interlaminated sand. 

stone and siltstane, five miles further north. Another is 

a rare, ripple.laminated rock with quartzose sand occurring 

as a stack of crossbedded lenses in a silt or clay matrix 

at the base of the Badfords Creek Subgroup near Sprent. 

The grit lenses in shale and shallow festoons, were 

described by Sutton and Watson (1960) from a continental 

environment. The particles were transported by traction 

in erosional currents. However, Kuonen and Sanders (1956) 

record crossbedding of many types, and point out that 

traction is not a phenomenon excluded from a tuxbidite 

environment. 

This assemblage has many similarities to the Racial* 

facies of the Apennines, deposited by currents which have 

spread wide and thin and lost most of the coarse particles 

by settling upslope. 

The second assemblage consists of groywacke Conglom. 

orate and sandstone. The conglomerate is in places very 

coarse, containing boulders of limestone up to twelve 

inches diameter. The coarsest particles are usually 

pebbles of rounded short and limestone, and angular, 
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laminated blocks of shale. Pebbles of Precambrian origin 

are rare. 

The conglooerates show simple, multiple and composite 

grading. 

Washouts and other erosional structures have not been 

observed on the bottoms of beds, due to limitations of out. 

crop. Transverse current ripples and periclinal undulations 

(ten Hear, 2959) occur in the Teatree Point Megabreccia. 
The sandstones grade from very coarse to fine, with 

laminated, crossbedded tops. The tops are frequently.inter-

lamtnate4 shale and sandstone with sparse, thin, sometimes 

disconnected, Shale layers. 

The beds are, in places, very thick. Four foot is not 

uncommon. 

This assemblage occurs intercalated with the first 

assemblage described above. The beds in the intercalations 

decrease in thickness and grain size upwards. Such groups 

of beds were described by Wood and Smith (1958), who called 

them "macro-graded unite, and found them to be from 120 

to 300 feet thick, and suggested that they were formed by 

rejuvenation of the source area. Two macro.graded units 

outerop at Cateena Point, each about 100 feet thick. 

Another at Teatree Point is perhaps 500 feet thick. 

It is significant that the only macro-graded units 

positively Identified, are also the only horizons at which 
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gravitational folding has been observed. 

In the second assemblage the sandstones are poorly 

sorted, alternate repeatedly with shale, have parallel 

tops and bottoms without lensing or interfingering, are 

graded, have sharp bottoms and tops, and contain shale 

pellets, crossbedded tops and fragmentary fossils in the 

tops of graded units. This assemblage may have been de. 

posited from turbidity currents although there is no good 

reason to think with Wells (1957) that the deposits were 

formed in Shallow water in the vicinity of high mountain 

ranges. 
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June. Group Gordon Limestone 
(Ordovician) 

Dial Subgroup; Heine Sandstone 

Duncan Conglomerate 

Unconformity.(not alweys 
present), 

Gnomonitudetone 

Correlates of the Dial Subgroup, the Paloona and Sulphur 

Creek Conglomerates, ere of uncertain position. 

The Dial Subgroup is her defined as the quarts elastics 

underlying the Gordon Limestone and unoonformably overlying 

the Dundee Group in the Dial Range. 

The conglomerate , on.the Dial.Range.was , first.described by 

Gould (1867). The name Dial ,  Range Congloaerate was used by 

Stephens (1869), end after his by Johnston (1876, 1888), 

Montgomery (1896), and Harcourt-S*1th (1899) but in each case 

several conglomerates of widely different ages were included. 

Twelvetrees (1903, 1910) used the term in the present sense. 

Smith (1957) suggested the term was invalid on the basis 

that johnston used the term "Dial Range and Rorth•West Coast 

Conglomerates" for,  various conglomerates of different ages, 

following Stephens (1869). However it may be noted that 

Johnston used the words in comma* as a paragraph heading, 

and says within the same paragraph (1888, p.66) 

"With our present knowledge it would be unwise to 
suppose they all belong to the same horison,...." 

that is, he was correlating, not identifying, the several 
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conglomerates. Although writers after Johnston confused the 
Cambrian and Ordovician conglomerates, Gould (1867) had not 

done so. :B. doubted whether the Dial Conglomerate and 
Cambrian conglomerates of the Penguin foreshore were 
conformable, 

.....or whether some great break may not intervene 
between the breccias forming the summit of the Dial 
Range and the olafelatee and conglomerates occupying 
the country beXow + 

The term Dial Range Conglomerate, when used formally, was 
alwaye used for the conglomerate forming the summit of the 
Dial Range, despite confusion with, other conglomerates. 
There Is no'sWbetantial objection that can be raised against 
the use of the term in the 80A80 of the definition above. 
Nor is this likely to load to any nomenclatural confuelon. 

The Dial Subgroup is correlated, after Thomas (1945)+ 
with the Owen Conglomerate in the sense of Bradley (1954). . 
It has important differences, however, and may not be 
temporally equivalent+ 
Gnomon Mudstone  

The Gnomon audstone Is here defined as the purple sudstone 
and fins sandstone underlying the Duncan Conglomerate in 
Myrtle Creek at 406289332N. It overlies the Dandles Group 
with an inferred =conformity. 

The maximum exposed thickness Is a little more than 
thirty feet. In many places this formation is abient. 

The succession on the face of the Gnomon, near an 
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in a matrix of granular chart. The chart pebbles are 

subangular. 

At the Myrtle Creek falls (40431933253) the sumession 

on the :with eide of the creek is: 

. Duncan Conglomerate 

Disconformity or thrust * 

Interbedded, interlominated siltetone and sandstone 
31:1 feet thick, with gaps 

Base concealed. 

The Gnomon formation, has bands between one and six inches 

thick of interlasinated Oiltstone and fine sandstone, of a 

dark red colour due to abundant hematite in the matrix. 

The contact with the DUAMIA Conglomerate is likely to be a 

thrust as there are a number of thrusts IA the waterfall and 

the conglomerate contains a six inch bed, near its base, of 

the laminated sandstone. 

On the north side of the creek, the succession 1st 

Duncan Conglomerate 

Laminated sandstone and siltstone, loadcasted 
at the base, 12 inohes 

Conglomerate 22 inches 

Laminated sandstone and elltstons, containing 
a thrust fault, 6 feet thick 

Base concealed. 

The top of the Gnomon Formation is put at the top of the 

highest mudetone band. 

A composite section in this vicinity is: 
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the field evidence suggests an interfingsangliastionship. 
Isopachs oaths Duncan Conglomerate are shown In figure 

8. The thicknesses are measured in the usual sense, that in, 
normal to bedding, but must be treated with caution as 
thicknesses measured thin way do not have the same signifi-
cance in a fanglomorate of this typo that they have in other 
sediments. 

The conglomerate in usually bimodal, sometimes trimodal' 
with the coarse fraction ranging from pebbles to boulders and 
the fine fraction ranging from coarse sand to granules. The 

fabrics are here termed "random, aligned, or banded" as in 
figure 9. Imbrioate.fabric is rare. These fabrics are 
characteristic of the Duncan Conglomerate and serve to 
distinguish it from other formations in tbe Subgroup. 

The pebbles oonsiet of quartette and vein quesbtederived 
from the Precambrian Rooky CapivOroup, haematite from a 
siliceous Precambrian orebo4y such as now exposed in Penguin 
Creek, limonite from the hydrated Cambrian orebody at the 
Iron Cliffs, Cambrian cohort largely derived from the 
Baserington Chart, and rare Cambrian lavas and mud stones. 
The proportion of chart decreases upwards in the formation 
as shown in figure 10, due to a waning supply not to an 
increased influx Of other types. 

Penguliql  ArAas On the western limb of the synoline at 

Penguin Creek, the Duncan Conglomerate is 300 feet thick, 
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overlain by Colna Oandstene, and resting unconformably on 

cleaved siltatonee of the Docky Cape Group. 

Pear the mouth of 2enguin Crvek, at 4o51ou93500, the 

pebbles consist of equal mounts of chart and nocky Cape 

Group sandetone averaging one inch diameter. The matrix in 

moiler chart averaging 146 Lneh and ranging up to 1/4 ink*, 

diameter. One boulder of siliceous haematite was noted of 

six inches diameter. Purther south (406211360N) the 

conglomerate contain!, ninety percent chart pebbles) averaging 

Vg inch, angular to rounded. Yet further south (4050U)337N) 

rounded chart averaging 1/4 inch forms ninety ,  percent of the 

rook. rrom this variation, the conglomerate must have a 

banded fabric and this is visible in one outcrop on Clarsdens 

U111 (4050519334511). A boulder bed within the conglomerate 

on Carsdens Hill has pebbles consisting largely of haematite. 

On the eastern limb of the penguin syncline, between. 

40595n9337073 and 40605U93379n. the eueeeeetan in: 

Bedded conglomerate...... . ... ....... 20 feet 

Danded conglomerate. 	20 Inaba° 

Aligned conglomerate.. 	25 feet minimum 

Gnomon altdetone 

In the upper unit, the beds average six indhes thick, and 

range up to eighteen inches. The grain else varies between 

dietinet beds, from coarse oandatenes through granule 

conglomerates to pebble beds with pebbles averaging 1/2 inch 
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Rill. Ishigh is about fifty feet above the base of the 
formation. It is found south of Myrtle Creek near. 
40625E932900 and is probably continuous through the area 
north of Attaiontexnery. 

At the 'Myrtle Creek fall', 40613E93325N, the Duncan 
Conglomerate is seventy: feet• thick, overlain by WAR - 
Sandstone and underlain by Gnonon.nudstoni. The conglomerate 
has a continuous glee range from coarse to fine with MO 
distinct :modes or 'textural segregatien of sizes. The range 
averaging 0.5 inches forms about twenty percent, end the 
range from 0.25 to 0.125 inches formi about forty percent, 
and is noticeably more angular while 'coarse sand and finer 
sloes form about forty percent of , the rook. Ninety—five 
percent of the pebbles are *Wert, five percent are haematite, 
and one spilite pebble 0«5 inch diameter was noted. Pebbles 
of sandstone, and rarely mudstone to  are found near the top of 
the unit 

If the conglomerate is traced south from the Myrtle 
Creek falls, it ie.  found, near 40025393290N, to contain 
boulders up to two feet diameter of, chart, greywacke 
mudstone, and keratophyre« This is the only locality in the 
Dial Romig* where pebbles of Cambrian rooks other than ohert 
hart been observed. The keratophyre is of a type only known 
from the Testy.° ;Point Megabreccia suggesting a source in 
the Radford& Creek Subgroup (which now outcrops only northeast 
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of Bullock* Hill). 
kM.D14:  On t.Disl seventy °hefts southwest of Mt. 

Montgomery, near 40475E9308511, the DUACIUI Conglomerate 
underlies Moine Sandstone. The exposed thickness is SOO 
feet. The total thickness inferred from composite profiles 
is near 700 feet. The bottom 200 feet is concealed by talus. 

At an altitude of 700 test, or 300 feet above the base, 

the conglomerate is banded, the bands averaging seven implies 

thick. 
Coarse bands contain tabular to sub-apherical, angular, 

pebbles of whit. quarts (rare), banded chart (fifty-five 
percent), micaceous hsematite (five percent), averaging 

about ono inch diameter. The matrix is granular chart. Some 

of the banded (short pebbles have leached margins. 

The fine bands are subspherical, subangular abort 

averaging very coarse sand or granule size with rare rounded 
pebbles of chart and haematite up to two inches diameter. 

?or 100 feet above this the conglomerate in homogeneous, 
but at 850 feet altitude there is another "banded zone" five 
feet thick extending along the face for over 300 feet. The 
fine bands have weak, thin, laminae due to variations in 
grain size from coarse to medium sand. The pebble bands 
have Imbricate structure which is clearly visible on faces 
striking between 020 and 040, but not in sections Striking 
more than thirty degrees sway. The sense is of currents 
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from the northp.eant. The bands are not clear-cut but grade 
into each other. 	. 

At 1100 feet altitude abundant boulders of haematite 

indicate a bed rich in iron ore. At the same altitude 
further north (404752931350, stratigraphically immediately 
above, there are numerous boulders of warmest sandstone, 	, 

the Moine Sandstone. 

The Gnomon: The base of the noina Sandstone, from 

projections, passes over the Gnomon about 100 feet above the 

peak. The conglomerate is 450 feet thiok on the Gnomon, 

resting on the Gnomon Obfietone. 

The conglomerate is fairly uniform, the variations being 

principally in the type and also of iron ore fragments and 
the fabric of the rook. 

At the base of the peak, at 1200 feet altitude, the 

lowest conglomerate consists of rounded, black, white and 

banded chart in a matrix of chart of very coarse sand to 
granule size. The matrix contains a few scattered granules 

of ,mudstone. The pebbles form from nought to ninety percent 
of the rock. 

At the foot of the southeast face, the lowest 
conglomerate contains boulders up to eight inches diameter of 

limonite, forming twenty percent of the rock, with 

stalactitio, botryoidal and radiating structures duo to 

weathering. The limonite wee derived from the orebody at 
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the /rontliffe (Burnet 1981b) about one 41.. away.. 

1200 feet southwest of the Gnomon '  at 4028E9286111050 

feet' above fifty feet above the nearest exposed Cambrian 

rook '  the conglomerate consists of rounded to subrounded, 

spherical, boulders of laminated *Wort up to twelve inches 

diameter, averaging between four and sit inches and forming 

ten percent of the rook. The texture is random with a 

tendency to banding. The matrix is interbedded granule Oise 

and very. **arme sand six*, angular Ohertt in beds from a1X 

to twenty.! our inches *hit*. 

At 1350 feet altitude on the Gnomon iron ore occurs as 

pebbles up to two inches diameter. At 1400 feet, °Mort 

pebbles averaging two inches diameter are set in haematit0 

cement. Except for a snail area at Penguin Creek, this is 

the only place where the iron ore Ms been observed in the 

• finer grade. At 1450 feet there is. a bed of iron ore where 

haematite pebbles averaging one Inch diameter form sixty 

percent of the rock. 

At 1500 feet altitude, the conglomerate is strongly 

banded,. The pebbles are subengular to oubrounded, pink and 

white obert with ten percent of thou being solid red 

haematite. The matrix is (Hurt of granule to coarse sand 

else: The bonding is due to alternation of pebblesirich and 

pebble—free layers averaging six inches thick. 

At 1550 feet attitude, at 40287E928921i the pebble bands 
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are about three inches thick, containing sixty percent 

rounded chart averaging 0.5 lathe°, ten percent eubrounded 

limonite averaging one inch and less than five percent 

sandstone and mndstone. The matrix is angular, granular 

chert. Within the pebble bands are occaeional lames of 

laminated, fine sandstone, averaging one inch thick. Valera 

Iron ore is prominent among the pebbles, a small proportion 

also appears in the matrix. 

The cook at the summit of the 0110M0A is massive and is 

composed of angular chart varying from granule to very 

coarse sand sine. 

In summary, the 450 feet of Duncan Conglomerate exposed 

on the Gnomon hae a matrix of angular chart varying from 

very coarse sand to granule size. Haematite cement Is 

extremely rare. The pebble° occur segregated into bands, 

except close to the base. The pebblee decrease in site 

upwards, from eight inohes diameter near the base, to one 

Inch near the top. Iron ore is prominent among the pebbles 

in the bottom 300 feet but is insignificant above this. At 

the top of the cliff a new pebble type, •sandstone (and 

rarely, mudstone) of the Rocky Ceps Croup, begins to appear, 

confined to the coarse fraction. Soft mudstones occur sult 

rare pebbles at the base; It little higher up they form part 

of the matrix; higher still, they are absent. No pebbles of 

white secretion quarts were observed. 
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St.Dumgant  The lowest part of the succession on Mt. 

Duncan is repeated by a steep fault across the eastern face. 

With allowance for this, the succession in an east-west line 

acres', the peak if 3.800 feet thick, unconformably overlying 

the Dundee Group and out off in the west by the Duncan Vault. 

The passage into the Moine Sandstone occurs southwest of the 

peak. 

The lowest 300 feet is .a chart granule conglomerate with 

pebble bands as on *bagel. At the top of the oliff on the 

east faoe (40358E92645N), 300 feet above the base, the 

pebbles are rounded to angular white ohert between one and 

two inches diameter, occurring in bands between six and 

eight inches this*. No other rocks ,  occur as pebbles. The 

matrix is angular to subangular chart of granule else. The 

conglomerate here shows spheroidal weathering, resembling 

folding, but in a pattern which can be shown to be formed by 

concentric indurated bends about one inch wide inside joint 

blocks, forming Closed loops and cross-cutting pebble bands. 

The conglomerate has a directed fabric. 

800 feet east of the summit, at 403501352648N, which is 

stratigraphicail$ 500 feet above the base, the rook is 

granule conglomerate, with occasional chart pebbles averaging 

one inch. . It contains beds About two feet tilt& of coarse 

sandetone. The conglomerate has directed fabrio. 

500 feet Nutt of the await, at 800 feet up in the 
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succession, are found the first noxotic° pebble's, namely 

clear, white, rounded quartz averaging one inch diameter and 

forming ten percent of the pebbles. The fabric in the 

conglomerate to random (flcure 9). 

• 250 feet east of the summit, at 1000 feet up In the 

succeselon (403352;92655) , th° pebbles are predominantly chart, 

with. some sandstone, averiming four inehes diameter and 

arranged in bands, one of which is only six inches thick. 

The matrix is ninety percent chart, ten percent sandstone, 

ranging from granules to pebbles In size, and averaginc 1/4 

inch diameter. The bedding here to 55t7010, with labrication 

well marked on faces striking near 070. Currents are from 

the northeast. 

At the summit of mt.Duncan, 1200 feet up in the 

succeosion, the conglomerate consists of subangalar pebbles 

of sandstone, quartz schist, and pink and white chart, 

averaging one inch diameter, but with one four inch chart 

boulder. Chart comprises forty percent of the pebbles, 

schist and sandstone thirty percent apiece. The matrix is 

sixty percent white chart, forty percent angular quartzite, 

between 1/0 and 2/4 inch diameter, LI places the 

conglomerate in very coarse sandstone with large, rounded 

quartzite cobbles forming sixty percent of the rook, 

At 1300 feet above the balm (40315B92650N) the pebbles 

are rounded to subrounded quartzite and micaceous quartzite 
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averaging 0.5 inches diameter, ranging from 0.25 to 1.0 
inches. The matrix varies ,  from granules to very coarse sand. 
The pebblee are arranged in ill-defined bands about two 
inches apart, the pebbles comprising about ninety and ten 
percent of the rook alternately. The fabric is directed, 
with the foliated rooks occurring as flattened disks with 
long axes in the beading. 
• 250 feet west of the summit, at 40310E92655N, 1400 feet 
above the base stratigraphically, the conglomerate has an 
Unsorted texture. There appears to be three *odes, at 1/8, 
1/2, and one inch diameter. Rounded to etzbrounded white 
quarts forms ninety percent of the two larger sizes/  foliated 
mioaceous quartsite forme forty percent of the smeller, with 
blaok and white *hart the remainder. 
• The top 400 feet of the succession is not well exposed. 

In summary, the conglomerate on Mailman consiete of 
dominantly chart for the lowest 500 feet, above which the 
amount of quarts and quartsite increases steadily to reach 
sixty percent at 1200 feet, and ninety percent at 1300 feet 
and above. The matrix ranges from very coarse sand to 
manular ohert. Textures are random or banded, the latter 
with directed or rarely, imbricate fabric. Rooks from a 
Precambrien source form ten percent of the pebbles at 800 
feet, enter the matrix at 1000 feet (ten percent), and are 
important matrix constituents higher (forty percent). 
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• ,Diziall1Similp At Itardstaff Creek, , southweet of Mt. 
Duncan, the: Duncan Conglemersrte unconformably. ,overliee, 
greyweeke :conglomerate with :Interbedded .eandstone 'and: 
ttglItt012$ of the •Dongta. Group, •sta .is .ovex61614. by maim 
Sandstone'. 

The: cOngloinerete:lis , abOut 300 :feet thick, consisting 
'generally Of retutded• to subrounded quartette averaging two 
inches, thert . :from •te0 ,, t0 ifoUr, incase :diameter, ,in ,8 very 
coerce: sandstone :matrix. Which comprises ,  forty :percent of the 
Took.' , The: 'Con1omarate. near 'the bass has the pebbles aligned 
la bands, and contains 'occasional. bed* of sandstone :from 
eighteen .to ,  thir$y.  inches thick. Chart • is always.. the 
enzbordinate pebble type. 

. 	 'At the 'south end of..Mt.Rtana, the conglomerate 
is 650. feet :thick,: 'overlying Cambrian greywackest and. 
conglomerates. , 100 . feet 'above the: base, (40155E92375W) the 
coarse 'fraction to sObangular chart Averaging one imeh 
'diemetor, .occurring in:biands which sometimes contain only • 
•tingle row Of pebblee..' • The matrix is subangUlar chart 
•ranging 'down from 1/8 ineh ,  to very • 00tirille .  sandstone 'size, 
The 'amount of ehert as p•bbles': decreased,' upwards, s0 'that at 
500 fact , pebbles of . quarts and quartette ere predominant. 

Moktuk Oan4k1 one  
The bedded rooks overlying the- Dineen Conglomerate and 

perhaps Interfingering with it, and underlying the .Gordon 
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Limestone, are here termed the Nana Sandstone, 
The Moine Sandstone is overlain conformably by the 

Gordon Limestone. Beds of the formation era found overlying 
the DUAMIConglonerato but the formation as a whole say 
intorfinger with the Duncan. The formation rests 
unoonformably On Dundee Group and Precambrian in emus areas. 

On the west lieb of the syncline at Penguin s  fifty feet 

of iandstone is exposed, overlying Duncan Conglontrate. 
This is the outcrop described by Gould (1867) as the "Penguin 
Crook BedsTM.  The outcrop is poor, with ocittored boulders 
containing tubioolar casts at 40530393475N. Prom the casts, 
Gould recognised the sandstones as those which elsewhere 
randomly the Gordon. Liaestone. 

There era sous nomenolaturaI difficulties. The ALSO 
"Caroline Creek beds" was introduced by Etheridge (2883) for 
bode containing cartein fossils at Caroline Creek, in 
Sheffield Quadrangle. In 1913 Twolvetroes introduced the 
AIMS Vane PipOStOM Sandstone for tubioular sandstones 
overlying a prominent tonglomersto at Mans (the Wand 
Conecserate). In 1958 *  the tors was re-defined by Jennings 

and Burns to identify a lithological essoolation which in 
lames overlay the Roland Conglomerate, and whish in others 

was the only Ordovician formation underlying the limeetone. 

(The Roland Conglomerate was found to be lenticular)* 

Jennings and others (1959) used the term "Mein. Sandstone 
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including Caroline Creel: Dodo," t being tel that the 

Caroline Crook Bede were a minor, fosailiferoue horizon 

within the MAAR. Sandstone formation. 

It iv coneittered here, that the Pencain Creek Dods are 

a member of the Moine Sandstone, am are the Caroline Creek 

Ban. 

On the eastern side rif the renguin synoline at the 

yrtle Creelt fells (40613T933258) the Duncan Conglomerate is 
overlain by fifty feet of aiitndsLone, in bode from Dix to 

twelve inches thick, interbedded with madstonee of one to 

two inches 'elements. The sandstone is a white quartz 

sandeton• containing abundant wormcaste, particularly OA the 

top of the beds. This outorop is identified as equivalent. 

to the Penguin Creek Beds on the other limb of the syncline. 

On Mt.Dial, near 4047,393085N, the Duncan Conglomerate 
is overlain by twenty feet (minimum) of wormcast sandstone. 

The oasts are up to tour inches long, average 1/8 inch . 

diameter, and while most lie flat in the bedding plane there 

are a few short, vertical stumps. This outcrop is identified 

with the l'enguin Creek Member. 

In liardstaffs Creek, south of MI.Duncan, the Mains 

Sandstone is 800 feet thick with the top of the suoceesion 

out off by faulting. The unlerlying Duncan Conglomerate is 

only 300 feet 'thick. The lowest bed is a mudstone, ten feet 

thice, overlain by alternations of conglomerate, sandstone, 
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eAd shale An ,beds.atout two feet thick.. Pebbles cf chart are 

rare in the 'conglomerates. 

.At the soath end of Int.Eitna, .the DuncaxL Colkaorterato 
650 feet - thick. '12.he.ovarlying %Oinalandstene le reproPented 
by conglomerate interbadeavith pink'quertsitet the latter 
In bode from.six to twentplour inchessthick, The: 
conglomerateAlOnsistopof subrcunded.to - rounded, spherics:a . 
pebblea.of pink quartzite zreraging 1/2 - inch. diameter. , .Ina 
matrix of quartz sand. .Chart pebb1es4re , not oczpletoly 
absent, farming, u . . little further north, (40145D92505) , 
between ton und twenty percent of the rock‘, 

•'. *In Fates.  Creek the Lana Vaanastmele. roproeented by 
conglomerate, in two outcrops separated by a fault sone. The 
upstreawoutorop, near 40105B92155144 has fort  Y peroett.whits 

quarts, ten percent,ohert, fifty percent.sandstont, as 

sUbangular to rounded pebbles up to 24 incLes t  averaging lig 

inch, diameter. Downstream (400001a2115), chertio absent, 

and pebbles range from IA to stx inches, averaging. three 

Inches!, diameter: 

• in Welles Creek, near 4025=20501, the Uoina Sandstone 

is.againrepresonted by oonglomerate. The roonglomerate 
. 	- 

contains blue, micacedue quartsite as ronnOed, oblate 

ellipsoids up to six inches by two indhes, with throe Inches 

the mean diameter. These total about thirty portent of the 

pebbles. Rounded, adespheriCal white quartz averaging one 
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inch diameter forms fifty percent of the pebbles, and 
subrounded oblate ellipsc4ds of moan diameter two inches, fora 
twenty percent. The matrix consists of nand size rock 
fragments of variable quantity, ranging up to thirty percent 
of the rook, but averaginc between five and ten percent. 
Downstream (towards younger beds) the general succession his 
conglomerate, with grain else steadily falling to reach an 
average pebble diameter of one inch, two bands of red sand-
stone, four and six feet thick, alternating conglomerate and 
sandstone, with some of the conglomerates containing up to 
sixty percent pebbles of white quarts averaging lig inch 
diameter. 

Soass miles further east, on the Leven River near 
40670E92270N, quarts pebbles averaging one Inch diameter form 
eighty percent of the rock in a matrix of quarts sandstone. 

Northeast of Walloa Creek, near 40492R92115N, the 
formation Is represented by conglomerate containing rounded 
to subroanded quarts up to two incluse diameter, averaging 
1/2 inch, forming twenty percent of the rook. Angular to 
subangular pebbles of white, foliated sandstone averaging 
one inch but ranging up to six inches in diameter form almost 
el ty percent of the rook. One solitary pebble of chart was 
noted. The rook has a continuous framework, with the matrix 
merely a few quarts granules among the pebbles. 
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These outcrops of the Zloina Oandstone, oeuth and went of 

Ot.Duncan, are distinguished from the Duncan Formation by the 

type of pebbles, higher sorting '  and by the occurrence of 

well defined bede of fine to mediuP sandstone. 

The limestone basin at Oblrose in underlain by Mina 

Sandstone, represented by interbedded sandstonen, mudstonen, 

end conglomerateet  described by Burns (1957). At Hindred in 

a wormoaet sandstone and at the mouth of the Denny Gorge at 

Bugenana le a highly fossiliferous brachiopod nudetone. 

Gastropods are found in some of the sandstones. 

tv3 Loyotea, on the road to Loongana, about five miles 

southwest of the south end of the Dial Range, the Moine 

Sandetone outcrops in a small gorge. Conglomerates in the 

exposure coneist of forty percent oubangular white quartz, 

and forty percent black chart in a chloritic matrix. Over-

lying these are quartz sandstones orossbedded In four-to-six 

inch note, GO festoons, which unwound, indicate ourrents from 

the northeast. This is the only place where a current vector 

vas obtained in this formation. 

9sitelamsigairmau 
A number of lithologies of restricted occurrence are 

included in the Dial Subgroup but their position in the 

subgroup is uncertain. 

The Paloons Conglomerate is a lens of quartzite 

conglomerate underlying the WWI Sandstone at the south end 
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of Porcupine Hill. It underlies a tublcular sandstone near 

Kindred. The pebbles are well rounded, spherical to 

ellipsoidal, recrystellised quartette derived from Precambrian 

metamorphic* and form nearly ninety percent of the reek. The 

occurrence resembles the Roland Conglomerate in lithology but 

it is not physically connected to it. 

The Sulphur Creek Conglomerate outcrops on the foreshore 

at Sulphur Creek where it overlies, unoonformably, the Rocky 

Cape Group. A coarse boulder bed up to five fast thick is 

the lowest unit, with boulders up to two feet long derived 

from the immediate bedrock. The unit is lenticular and is 

little more than brecciated, *lightly disorientated,,bedrock. 

Overlying this is a succession of conglomerates, In beds 

varying between six and thirty inches thick. On the headland 

thick beds are graded from conglomerate, with pebbles of 

white quarts averaging one inch diameter, up into coarse 

sandstone or granule conglomerate. Rest of the headland 

coarse sandstones grade into mudstone. The sandstones contain, 

in places, edgewise conglomerates. and In Emotion al's 

penetrated by numerous vertical worm burrows. A mud stone 

band of restricted distribution contains 1 painted0marking0 

similar to those described by Gellacher (1962). 

In McBrides Creek northwest of the Gnomon near 

40295E93120N, the Duncan Conglomerate is about 700 feet thick. 

A conglomerate near the base consists of subrounded to 
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The limestone to a formation of uniform thickneeo and 

lithology over a wide area. There to some evidence of 

tranagresaion on a Tasmanla-wide basis but it 	of negligible 

effect in the area under dlecussions 

. Available information, on the Gordon tAmeatone in 

summarised by Banks (1957, 1962) and no aignificant addltiono 

can be made here. 

Sadimentatkonin the Dial Oubrt.rouR  

The Gnomon Oudstone le a formation of mudetonee, fine 

sandotones and thin conglomerate with a deep red colour due 

to detrital haematite and ls probably a subaqueous deposit. 

The fine, graded laminae indicate quiet .conditions of 

deposition. 

The Minoan Conglomerate is a poorly sorted, dimodal rock 

vtith separated, subangular to rounded pebbles in a granular 

matrix. Bedding is crude, marked by layer° of pebbles which 

very rarely show imbricate structure. At the base the *unit 

• is coarse, completely Unstratified, with large angular blocks 

•scattered in the matrix. There are occasional thin lenses of 

fine to medium sandstone, but no clay or siltstones. 

The profile of the face of Ut•Bunoan (figure 29) shows 

the conglomerate rests on a near-horisontal bane, and the 

steep dip is largely primary. 

The greater part of the conpaomerate canasta of a 

single, resiotant rock type, the Barrington Chart, from a 
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source immediately to the east. The diagrammatic section of 

figure 11 shows the conglomerate was deposited virtmerkria 

du with the greater part of the material transported less 
than one miles 

The isopach map, figure e t  shows the conglomerate forms 

two thick tans centred on,Mtsaunoan and Montgomery. The 

single current direction, obtained on Mtauncan was directed 

from the apex of the tan. 

Boulders of iron ore and Preeambrian rocks, derived from 

the west are COSA0A at the top of the succession or outer 

parts of the fans, but rare within them. 

The Duncan Conglomerate Is therefore fangloxerate, 

mantling Caabrian hills which lay to the east. There is no 

evidence of marine Influences and it is probably a 

terrestrial deposit. The leached rims on some ()bort pebbles 

are considered due to subserial leaching, as similar leaching 

is common in modern pebbles derived from the alert. The 

diagenetic leashing of aubert (1950) has not occurred as 

only scattered pebbleo are *treated. 

The well sorted Paloona conglomerate, with spherical, 

rounded, pebbles of resistant Precaabrian rooks, In contact, 

with a low percentage of matrix, may be a flood plain or 

littoral deposit, from similarities to the Owen. Conglomerate 

of Campana at al (1958), Carey and Banks (1954), and the 

Cedar Mountain formation of,Teung (1960). 
	1 
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very similar to the Oaturita littoral marine formation of 

Young (1960). The grading:probably kefleCts seasonal 

influences, which would be preserved in a shallow transgress-

ing Sea. 

The Owen Conglomerate of Tasmania's West Coast, was 

ooneidered by Carey and Banks (1954) to be 4 littoral marine 

deposit. Campana . tt  al (1958) thought it to . be  entirely 

-terrootrial SoloMon (1959) pointed to features, of both 

environments. Asia the' Dial Range, there is a spectrum 

from (trade Seim biocoias to brachiopod shales, with d. 
corresponding range or enVironments. 

The fanglemerate of the Duncan rormistion and the littoral 

marine beds of the Iloina ForMation4 form two, interfingering 
magnafaeles. The wormoast sandstone,' s persistent member of 
the Uolna t ie found overlying the Duncan Conglomerate onZ'it. 

Dial. The Conglomeratels .underlain, in Zatides . Creek, by 

bedded sandstones and conglomerate 'of the Floina Yormatioh. 

Strike lines in . thoDunean . Conglomerate, projeoted .soUth 

fromUt.Dunoan, pass through . 041ns 'Sandstone in Hardstaff 
Creekg  one mile away, implying an Interfingering contacts 

The-mutual relationships of the two facie Is showhin 

figure 11, using the wormoast dandotone-as a marker.: The 

OpPerMost alternative to most likely, and has fans of 'Minoan 

Conglomerate inteethgering with Marine Moine sandstone out 
on the piedmont. 
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The general relationships within the Dial Conglomerate 

indicate an initial regression. The marine Gnomon EUdstone 

was overwhelmed by an influx of Duncan Copzlomerate, possibly 

following earth movements which cansed the unconformity 

between the formations on the GROMMU The Daman Conglomerate 

was deposited as two thick rene w  1600 feet thick (measured 

normal to the bedding) which coalesced and spread out on the 

piedmont at about 650 feet thick, and reached as for west as 

five miles from the Dial Range (D.D., Gee, pers.comm.) 

Currents were radial in the fans, but with a strong southerly 

component In the outer parts, where imbrication and lensing 

suggest fluviatile influences. Precambrian material, derived 

from lower ground to the west, is abundant only in the outer 

parts of the fans. 

The Moine Sandstone representa a transgressive phew), 

with marine eandatone° and mudatones interbedded with 

conglomerates. The latter may be largely derived from 

reworking of the Duncan Conglomerate by erosion of the outer 

parts of the fans. 
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•Overlying the Gordon Limestone at Gunns Plains is the 

•Crotty Quartzite. This is the lowest unit of the Eldon 

,Group, a conformable succession of sandstones and mud-

stones totalling 5000 feet thick. The highest unit of the 

Eldon Group is the Bell Shale of Lower Devonian age. 

•Deposition of the Bell Shale was followed by the 

•Middle Devonian Tabberabberan Orogeny. Throughout 

Tasmania a long period of non-deposition initiated by this 

orogeny extends from the Bell Shale to the base of the 

Permian System. Erosion in this period amounted to 20,000 

feet in many places. Rocks deposited in this period are 

known from only two localities. One is at Eugenana, where 

Upper Dovonian subterranean deposits have been found. 

•puitenEumpedA 

Introductions  The Eugenana Beds are here defined as 

the boulder beds, mudstones and sandstones "overlying" 

(succeeding) the GordonLimestone at Eugenana and exposed 

in the quarries there. Lenses of mudstone and sandstone 

were recognised by K.G. Brill (pers. comm.) in 1952 as 

cavern fillings, and were found by Balms (pers. comm.) to 

contain an Upper Devonian flora. Present work has 

established a number of lithologies which are genetically 
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related to a karst erosional circle. 

The beds were first observed by Thureau (1883, 146, 

figure, plate IV), who recognised fissure fillings and 

observed folds in the beds. 

The succession in the Beds, with youngest unit first 

5:Late limestone boulder pipes 

4:Sandstons fissure fillings 

3* Sandstone and mudstone cavern fillings 

2:Early limestone boulder bed 

lamajamm fissure fillings. 

The lithological Characteristics of each unit and the mode 

of occurrence is listed in table 9. 
Zugajmus fissure fillings:  The Won= is a 

tough, well indurated mudetone with ahaley parting, smooth 

feel, conchoidal fracture and a uniform dark red colour. 

The analysis (table .10) shows it consists of insolubles 

from the Gordon Limestone. A given weight of juittil MANI 

was derived from solution of limestone of about thirty 

times the weight, When occurring as fissure fillings it 

is invariably massive without bedding or laminations. In 

places it contains little chips of limestone averaging 

one-quarter inch diameter. 

The fissure fillings are confined to the B.B.P. Quarry 

(figure 12), They occur as a thin skin at the contact of 



Name or,pitit  

5:Late limestone 
boulder pipes 

4:Sanistons 
fissure filling 

3Wandstone and 
id stone cavern 

fillings 

NADLE,1  

lbaia-Eimaanikleit 
poulders 	Matrix  

Gordon Limestone 	Exotic 
from unit 2 

Gordon Limestone 	Exotic 
derived from 
unit 2 

Oeculmencp 	2,1,42= 

Pipes in unit 2 	Collapso 
and bedrock 

Exotic 	Fissure fillings 	Vadose 
in unit land 
bedrock 

Cavern fillings 	Vadose 
in unit 2 

2sBarly limestone 
boulder bed 

Gordon Limestone 
derived from 
bedrock via 
stage 1 

Indigenous Collapse trenches 
in bedrock 

Rejuvenation 

Collapse and 
Clay filling 

OW 
	 Indigenous Fissure fillings 	Phreatic 

ssure 
	

in bedrock 
fillings 



3.68 

TAM 3.9 
AniazituLatitzgami-zzaa 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

SiO 2 2.52 2,18 51.72 61.20 61,10 

Al2°3 0,95 040 14.43 19.68 17.05 

F*203 2.03. 0.59 12,87 16.59 15.19 
. . 0.71. • 0.87 

Oa0 37.50 53.40 5,60 . 
MgO 12.90 0,72 2.04 111.0 

N420  . . 0.25 0.30 

. . 3,33  
Mn0 0,08 0,01 Trace 0.28 Trace 

TiO2 0.05 ' 0.06 0.86 1.69 1.17 

P205 0.04 .  0.02 0.31 0,56 0.36 

112°4' . . 2.72 MD 410 

H2°P.  . . 0.3 OOP 

CO2 . 441.1 MO 

Ignition 
Lou 44.15 42.58 1101. 

1008 
	 0.09 	 IMP 

100.20 	100.26 
	

99,80 
	

100.00 
	9998 

1)Dolomite lens in Gordon Limestone, eastern face of B.R.P. 
Quarry. 

2)Gordon Limestone, eastern face of BOW'. quarry. 
3) Una Anga. fissure filling, eastern face of Baia. Quarry. 
4)Gordon Limestone, recalculated on an anhydrous, carbonate. 

free basis. 
5)Arm rossa,  recalculated on an anhydrous, carbonate-free 

basis. 
Analyst: C.J. Penman. 
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limestone and dolomite, or occupying the space of a 

partly-dissolved dolomite lens. They also occur as 

narivw fissures aligned along joints and schistosity in 

the limestone or as irregular bodies at the intersection 

of these structures. The largest fissures are over two 

•feet wide, ten feet high and of unknown length or 

original height. There are large numbers of fissures 

filled with /um 3o5sg,  the proportion of =gam= 
In the rock being sufficiently high to render quarrying 

for calcium carbonate content uneconomic in many places. 

The IiimAg, rep%  is of Devonian age, as In places it 

grades insensibly into pollen bearing mudstiones. It is 

unlikely to be a recent deposit, as Igra roan  is 

exceedingly rare in the modern Tasmanian karst. Thus 

Banks (19579 P.44) says; 

titer=  jaaaa is not the normal weathering product 
of the limestone under Tasmanian conditions except 

• where the limestone is above local baselevel" 

and even then the occurrences are small and isolated. 

Marren flutings have been found in the limestone 

bounding the fissures. They are not Recent, formed at 

the Igarzzezuk-limestone contact, but are fossil 
structures as the lithified Una ros%  is intimately 
pLastered on the irregular surfnce of the limestone. 

Karren flutings are formed by downward percolating 
meteoric waters under a vegetative cover and they indicate 
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•that the Devonian karst at Eugenana was formed above 

the water table. 

.boiil 	bed,:  The western part of the 

H.H.P. Quarry, and all of Halletts Quarry except for a 

central pillar of solid bedrock, is composed of a coarse 

boulder bed. Outside the quarry area this can be seen to 

occupy trenches aligned in the direction of the foliation 

in the limestone bedrock. 

• The boulders range in size from over twenty feet 

down to a few inches diameter although boulders smaller 

than six inches are rare. The blocks are angular, the 

larger sizes being platy in shape, reflecting a schis-

tosity control of form. The smaller sizes are sub-

spherical. The unit shows no sign of bedding or sorting 

although there is in places a crude orientation of the 

boulders reflecting the structure of the adjacent bedrock. 

The matrix is ktril man forming less than five 

percent by volume, occurring as thin seams between 

boulders. The seams are usually less than an inch thick, 

although in one place a small lens is about two feet 

thick and over five feet long. In a small area at the 

centre of this lens the IsmAossa  is laminated. This is 

the only place where the terra rossa  records any evidence 

of transportation. 

The laminated '1=1 rossa  (9821) is strongly graded 



Figure 13 
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In units 0.5mm thick* At their bases laminae consist of 

fifty percent irregular, angular masses of chlorite 

averaging 0.04mm diameter, forty percent fine-grained red 

clay, thirty*five percent angular quartz averaging 0.02mm 

but up to 0.05mm, and ten Percent calcite averaging 0.04mm 

diameter. The tops of the laminae are eighty percent red 

clay, twenty percent chlorite as tiny needles about 0.01mm 

long, and ten percent quartz averaging 0.02mm diameter. 

Some of the laminae are internally banded with lenses 

0.01mm thick rich in quartz and calcite - probably represent-

ing composite grading* There are some layers 0465 Inches 

thick which contain about five percent limestone as angular 

Chips, the limestone grains ranging from 1.5 to 2mm 

diameter and elongated in the direction of their (Internal, 

tectonic) schistosity, which is disoriented between grains. 

Some istmlnae are recumbently folded on one centimetre 

wavelength with axial planes parallel to bedding - 

probably interstratal flowage folds. 

29gagjjgatunlastuo Within the boulder bed in 

Halletts Quarry are three lenses of interbedded green mud 

stone and yellow sandstone, identified by K.O. Brill in 

1952 as cave fillings. No.1 lens, the easternmost, Is 

several hundred feet long, and about twenty-five feet thick. 

The beds °wale a bed of rounded limestone boulders which 

average six inches diameter, which in turn overlies unit 2. 



pinte 9  

(Os Eugenana Beds, No*1 lens, eastern end of Halletts 

Quarry, Eugenana. 

Hammer handle one foot long. 

Stereoscopic pair. 

(b): Western end of Balletts Quarry, &Winona. 

Stereoscopic pair covering same area as figure 13. 

Face is fifty feet high. 
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The structure of the lens is obscured by talus fans and 

Tetiary izpregnations, often concretions, of livonite. 

No.2 lens at the western end of the quarry is six 

feet long, three feet high, consisting of a core of 

green mudstant surrounded by weakly laminated lig= moss. 

The boundary between the two rock types is well defined 

by colour but in detail is gradational and contorted. 

The base of No.3 lens is about ten feet above No.2 

lens. The bottom unit is a boulder bed with a green mud 

stone matrix, varying from nought to ten feet in thick, 

nests. Over this is interbedded sandstone and mudstene. 

The mudstone is in beds of uniform thickness averaging 

six inches, but the sandstone beds decrease in thickness 

upwards from twelve to six to five inches, the upper beds 

averaging two inches thieYc. his is a 'traded succession" 

of the type recorded by Wood and Smith (1958). The lens 

is bounded on all sides, including above and Mow, by 

unit 2. The contact of the mudstone of the lens with the 

luggi sopea  of unit 2 Is an intricate boundary just inside 

the lens. 

The material within the lens is alnost entirely 

=tic, in contrast to the itgrau roan which is almost 

entirely indigenous. A mudstone sample (9816) showed 

graded bedding in units one millimetre thick. Quartz 

occurs as angular grains, averaging 0.03mm at the bases, 
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0,02mm at the.tops, of laminae l ,and decreasing -in 

quantity upuards fvom sixty to fifty percent., Chlorite,. 

partly altered to a cloudy brown Clay, ,averages 005hm. 

at the base.0,03um at the top 2 .and increases upwards in 

quantity from forty to fifty percent. ,  There are rate, 

angular fragments of calcite averaging , 0.91mmt ,and 

occasienal calcite dykes 0.1mm wide t .perpendicular to the 

1amination4 

Unit 3 is of exotic origin (from outside the lime-

stone area) while thole= 	of. Units I and 2 is 

indigenouLs.. The differences between the exotic and ' 

indigenousmudstones aro in colour t compositionv mode of 

occurrence and structure, the Um mait not being bedd-

ed and showing imams only where sore introduced material 

is admixed with 

The limestone boulders above the lens carry vertical .  

karron fluting, indicating the top of the cave was above 

the water table.. The boulders incorporated in the base 

of the lens aro scalloped with the green mudstona intimate-

ly plastered on the surface. These scalloped flutings,, 

due to turtulont abtasional flow (Warwick ' , 1951; raxsonc 

19*0) indicate that .1.1o.1 lens was the site of an active 

underground stream in a vtdose environment. The scallops 

plunge 10-060 in the east lens at Halletts Quarry., 
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• Sandstone fissure fillings: In the B.H.P. QuargY 

sandstones occur as fissure fillings. They resemble 

the sandstone of unit 3 and carry plant fragments. The 

sandstone is usually surrounded by term  maga in the 

lower parts of the fissures. 

• They are fillings of exotic derivation introduced 

by flushing of terra vomit  from the fissures of unit 1 

and are probably coeval with unit 3. 

,Late linpstone boulder pipes:  Across the top of the 

bedrock pillar in Halletts Quarry is a transverse band of 

boulders dipping west. In places within unit I are bands 

of finer material, in which the boulders are from six to 

twelve inches diameter. no.3 lens (of unit 3) in Halletts 

Quarry pinches upwards to a narrow pipe which runs steep-

ly up the quarry face to the present land surface. It is 

filled with small limestone boulders in a green mudstone 

matrix. The boulders are rounded, and enwrapped in the 

matrix, the mudstone peeling like onion skins off a lime-

stone core, which suggests the boulders tumbled into 

unconsolidated mudstone. In other places in No.3 lens, 

laminae are depressed under limestone blocks which 

probably fell from the cavern roof. 
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Sedimcntatlegzjx0h“Vonana, Beds 

Sandstones in fle.3 lens, Ealletts,Quarry, are graded. 

The very thick sandstones have composite grading. One 

bed shown in plate 11, has at the base a coarse sandstone 

from 0,7 to 0.9 inches thick containing angular fragments 

of claystene and laminated silt stone up to 0.5 indhes, 

averaging 0.2 inches, diameter. Above this is 0.5 inches 

of medium grained sanaStone with plant fragments aligned 

horizontally. The top 0.2 inches is weakly laminated green 

mudstone, alternating laminae being rich In rock fragments. 

The bottoms of some mudstones have casts of muderacks 

as cuspate ridges dividing the surface into polygonal cells 

averaging 0,5 inches diameter, and varying in shape from 

equiradial to elongated. 3hrock (19 )+8 , p/497) says cracks 

of this type develop subaerially. The evidence of karren 

flutings in the mof and scallops in the floor of this cave, 

• both intimately plastered with mudstone and hence of the 

same age as the cave, indicates that there was a free water 

surface within the cave during sedimentation. A brief 

drop in this water level, during a dry season, would be 

sufficient to uncover the clays and lead to their 

dossication and cracking. 

The sedimentary structures described are consistent 

with a vadoso spelean environment. Burns (1960b) showed 

that in the Marakoopa beds, which are Pleistocene deposits 
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a zadein C3VG9 the fill consists of conglou3rate 5  

sandstone and c1ar 4 	sandsUmes aro cradea frea 

cranule 	1oxto to fim sands Vlacns of fine sand 

174netrato the bottotll of a)ue aandst5ne beds. nadcracfts 

haw Eernell la the alcre by deezietiOil GiLaor20114V9 

despite the high cave• humiditY uh1cI i eonetanaY near 

ICO Delmont. sKud pellets in the sandstones aro derived 

•fron Cracted clay beds further upStream. The deposits 

'CM e uncovered between beds, a$ evidenced by layere of 

floustone. Tho grading of the sandstones Is duo to 

seasona fluctuation la grain size of the zup1y, probably 

clus to annual Influxes of heavily laden weltucter from 

glaciors ending,ustream of the cave. 

&O 3imilaritles between tho riocent•araftoova beds 

and 'he Devonian rugenana beds are striking. Di analogy, 

the gradinL,  in the Eugenia= Dods Is thought to represert 

seasonal fluctuations in supply. The lua=-graded 

succoosionv '(ef. Uced and EEith, 1958) of Vo.3 lens, 

Ealette quarw 7  Ivsbably represents a cl_ixatic or morpho. 

legical cYcle In the source area. The 'cud pe/lets are 

rived film dessieated clay beds higher up the cave. 

Pet only the =tit cave fillinzs recognised by . Brill, 

now the fisuarc fillings of Zureau 2  but all uaito of the 

Eugenana foruation, wero forma under spelean conations. 

he lac% of IQ= maga inclusions in the exotic 



Matta 
Boulder bed t base or No03 lens *  Ralletts Quarry *  

Eugenera. 
Hammer b.andle one root long. Limestone boulders below 
hamtaer are scalloped by turbulent abrasional flow* 

The folds of plates 	and 15 occur among these 

boulders* 
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cave fill, the continuous transition between massive 
,terrAzmal  laminated Sam zugge, and strongly bedded 
cave fill, indicate a change in provenance predating 
lithification of the Ism Fossil  and their spanning a 
short time interval. The change from cave fillings to 
boulder pipes with exotic matrix occurred before the cave 
fillings consolidated, in a short time interval. The 
formation was deposited in a relatively short space of 
time, probably within a single karst cycle. 

The Ireezga nag fissure fillings were probably formed 
largely under phreatic conditions. The fissures are some-
times extremely narrow, controlled by joints and schistos. 
ity, scallops are absent, karren flutings present, there 
is no flowstone, and the massive ligangsa was developed 
practically in situ with very little transport (cf. 
phreatic criteria of Bretz, 2942). 

The nearest knick point Is the basin rim, 400 yards 
to the north-east, controlled by a fault active in the 
Middle Devonian (Burns, 1957a). Lowering of the water 
table due to movement on this, or perhaps due to river 
capture, could cause the honey-combed rock to collapse to 
form the coarse boulder bed. The distribution suggests 
the surface morphology was schistosity-orientod subsidence 

troughs. 
By solution of the boulder bed the open cave system 
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developed immediately as there Is transition between units 

2 and 3. A similar rejuvenation of subsidence troughs 

has been described by Olive (1957). Turbulent, sand-laden 

water scalloped the boulders on the floor of the caves, 

meteoric waters percolated through the roof. 

This vadose stage vas short-lived, the cave filling 

with exotic material before flowstone deposits could fore. 

The rapid aggradation of the cave stream is probably due 

to an overloaded supply and restricted circulation down-

stream. Downstream of lialletts Quarry (northwards), the 

cave System has very little fall to the basin rim. A 

vigorous strewn entering the gave system would have encounter-
ed a practically level stretch in a boulder choke, with the 

stream velocity decreasing from miles per hour to miles per 

week as indicated by measurements in similar systems. 

Under these conditions aggradation would be rapid, the 

stream flow being eventually transferred from the cavern 

to higher-level cave systems or to the surface. At this 

stage the boulders filling the late pipes fell, or wore 
washed, into the top of the caves. 

The depositional history can be summarised then as: 

1) Phreatic stage, with deposition of unit 1. 

2) Lowering of the water table, with collapse, 

depositing unit 2; followed by rejuvenation of the caverns 

with excavation of open channels in unit 2 and partial 
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re.egcavation of some fissures of unit 1, 

3) Rapid aggradation of the cave stream to fill 

the caverns, forming units 3, 4, then 5. The result was 

probably a surface stream running across buried, 

completely filled caverns. 



Graded bed 

 

frog £!o. 3 lens, Ualletts Quarry, Eugenana. 

CoLvaction over Laud pellets in the base of this bed 

gives nporiclinal undulations" of the bottom 

surface. 	Natural size. 




